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Chapter 1: Introduction  

On October 1, 2015, Sri Lanka co-sponsored Resolution 30/1 at the UN Human Rights 
Council.1 Among its commitments therein, Sri Lanka undertook to create a judicial mechanism 
including foreign judges, prosecutors, defense lawyers and investigators, to investigate and 
prosecute violations of human rights and international humanitarian law.  
 
Numerous reports, including those by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights’ 
Investigation on Sri Lanka (OISL), have concluded that Sri Lanka’s domestic legal system is 
incapable of credibly prosecuting atrocity crimes2 without significant international involvement.3 
This is the result of a variety of factors, with the largest being the lack of political will on the part 
of the government to prosecute atrocity crimes perpetrated by the state.  
 
There are many steps that Sri Lanka could have taken in the 18 months since Resolution 30/1 
was adopted to prepare its legal system to prosecute atrocity crimes. The government, 
however, has either chosen not to take these steps or has not adequately undertaken them. 
 
For example, Sri Lanka has been inexplicably slow to adopt legislation incorporating 
international crimes into the domestic criminal code. On witness and victim protection, the Sri 
Lankan government established the ‘National Authority for Victim and Witness Protection’ 
(National Authority), in November 2016 following the enactment of the Assistance to and 
Protection of Victims of Crime and Witnesses Act, No 4 of 2015.4 The National Authority has 
failed to earn the confidence of victim communities, who remain skeptical that it will be 
impartial or effective.5 A recent report by the International Truth and Justice Project noted that 
four of the seven appointments to the National Authority are inappropriate due to their past 
activities in the security forces. One of the appointments, for example, was identified by a UN 
report as an alleged perpetrator of torture.6  
 

                                            
1 “Promoting reconciliation, accountability and human rights in Sri Lanka” UN HRC Resolution 30/1 (1 October 
2015), A/HRC/30/L.29 [“HRC Resolution 30/1].  
2 Throughout this report ‘atrocity crimes’ is used as an all-encompassing category including violations of 
international human rights and humanitarian law, war crimes and crimes against humanity.  
3 “Report of the OHCHR Investigation on Sri Lanka (OISL)” (16 September 2015), Office of the High Commissioner 
for Human Rights, A/HRC/30/CRP.2 [OISL Report 2015].  
4 “Assistance to and Protection of Witnesses Act, No. 4 of 2015” (07 March 2015), Parliament of the Democratic 
Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, accessed at: http://www.srilankalaw.lk/gazette/2015_pdf/4%20of%202015.pdf. 
5 “Final Report of the Consultation Task Force on Reconciliation Mechanisms” (17 November 2016), National 
Consultation Task Force, Vol. 1, at pp 412-413 [“CTF Report”].   
6 “Putting the Wolf to Guard the Sheep: Sri Lanka’s Witness Protection Authority” (13 February 2017), 
International Truth and Justice Project.  
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Instead, in the 18 months since Resolution 30/1 was adopted, the president, prime minister and 
other senior Sri Lankan officials have repeatedly rejected the notion that international actors, 
particularly foreign judges, should be involved in a judicial mechanism – despite agreeing to this 
component in operative paragraph 6 of Resolution 30/1.7 Recently, former president and 
current head of the Office of National Unity and Reconciliation, Chandrika Bandaranayake 
Kumaratunga, rejected the entire notion of a special court8, although it was she who pledged to 
establish such a court last December.9 The Sri Lankan government appears to be trying to argue 
that with the regime change from Mahinda Rajapaksa to Maithripala Sirisena, the independence 
of the judiciary was restored, and now Sri Lanka is capable of domestically prosecuting atrocity 
crimes without international involvement.10  
 
However, as this report demonstrates, the issues with the Sri Lankan criminal justice system 
extend far beyond the question of judicial independence. This report focuses on the 
Kumarapuram massacre case, which resulted in the acquittal of 6 soldiers accused of murdering 
26 Tamil civilians, and injuring 24 more. The trial and acquittals occurred over a year after the 
change in presidency. Given that the case spanned 21 years over the course of three different 
regimes, it is an illustrative example of the many problems inherent in Sri Lanka’s criminal justice 
system, which make it incapable of credibly prosecuting atrocity crimes regardless of who is in 
power.  
 
Background 
On February 11, 1996, in the small Eastern village of Kumarapuram, a group of soldiers brutally 
murdered 26 Tamil civilians, injured 24 others, and gang-raped a 15-year old girl.11 Over 20 
years later, on July 27, 2016, a jury of the Anuradhapura High Court acquitted the six accused 
soldiers of all 606 charges against them.12   
 
This report analyzes the Kumarapuram massacre case’s progress through the courts from 1996 
to 2016. It identifies five key barriers that contributed to the acquittals of the alleged 
perpetrators in the Kumarapuram massacre case: (a) improper investigation and evidentiary 
issues; (b) transfer of the case; (c) intimidation and harassment of victims, witnesses and others 
involved in the case; (d) decision to try the case before a Sinhala-speaking jury trial; and (e) lack 
                                            
7 “Sri Lanka rejects UN call for foreign judges in war probe”, (05 March 2017), Deutsche Welle, accessed at: 
http://www.dw.com/en/sri-lanka-rejects-un-call-for-foreign-judges-in-war-probe/a-37814346. 
8 “MR’ s acolytes want old regime back for survival-CBK” (02 February 2017), Daily Mirror, accessed at: 
http://www.dailymirror.lk/article/MR-s-acolytes-want-old-regime-back-for-survival-CBK-123161.html. 
9 “Sri Lanka to launch special court to probe war crimes” (01 December 2016), Al Jazeera, accessed at: 
http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2015/12/1/sri-lanka-to-launch-special-court-to-probe-war-crimes.html. 
10 “Sri Lanka says 'no' to foreign judges in war crimes probe” (05 March 2017), The Hindu, accessed at: 
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/sri-lanka-says-no-to-foreign-judges-in-war-crimes-
probe/article17413166.ece. 
11 Interview with lawyer from Centre for Human Rights and Development (CHRD) associated with the case, 1 
March 2017; Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
12 Case No. H.C. 133/2008, Record of Proceedings (27 July 2016), obtained from CHRD [“Kumarapuram Trial 
Record of Proceedings”].  
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of political will, as well as politicization in the government and the Attorney General’s 
department.  
 
The report then demonstrates that these barriers are not unique to the Kumarapuram case, but 
endemic to domestic prosecutions of atrocity crimes by Sri Lankan state security forces against 
Tamils. 
 
As the report concludes, the Kumarapuram massacre case and verdict illustrate that Sri Lanka 
cannot capably or credibly prosecute atrocity crimes within its domestic criminal justice system, 
as the barriers identified are structural and systemic.  
 
Methodology  
Field research for this report was conducted during February and March 2017. PEARL 
researchers spoke with 11 victim-survivors from the village of Kumarapuram, conducting one in-
person group interview with 10 individuals and multiple phone interviews with one victim-
survivor. Researchers then interviewed lawyers from the Centre for Human Rights and 
Development (CHRD) who represented victim-survivors in the case and a lawyer from AHAM, 
who provided significant assistance to these individuals during the course of the case. 
Researchers also conducted one-on-one interviews with a wide cross-section of human rights 
lawyers, journalists and activists in Jaffna, Trincomalee, and Colombo, regarding their 
perspectives on this case and the Sri Lankan criminal justice system as a whole.  
 
The report details findings based on those interviews, case documentation received from 
CHRD, a review of publicly-available case information, a review of the Anuradhapura High 
Court judgment in the case,13 and a review of newspaper and NGO reports about the 
massacre and case over the last 21 years. The report also relies on a number of secondary 
sources examining the Sri Lankan criminal justice system’s prosecution of atrocity crimes against 
Tamils.  
  

                                            
13 The High Court judgment was only available in Sinhala so researchers commissioned an oral translation delivered 
in English. The cost of commissioning a written translation of the record of court proceedings was beyond the 
scope of this report. Nonetheless, PEARL firmly believes that the courthouse should translate its judgment to 
enable victims to access justice as is their right under the law.  
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Chapter 2: Analysis of the Kumarapuram 
Massacre Case  

To date, not a single person has been held accountable for the horrific massacre that resulted in 
the deaths of one quarter of the population of the small Tamil village of Kumarapuram on 
February 11, 1996. Villagers who waited over 20 years for justice were utterly disappointed by 
the outcome of the jury trial on July 27, 2016, in which the six accused soldiers were acquitted 
of all 606 charges against them.14 In a case with such overwhelming evidence, including 40 
eyewitnesses at trial, the acquittals of all six alleged perpetrators are an accurate reflection of 
the Sri Lankan criminal justice system’s lack of competence and commitment to prosecute 
atrocity crimes.  
 
This chapter presents an analysis of the Kumarapuram massacre case and considers the five 
main factors which likely contributed to the acquittals: (a) improper investigation and evidentiary 
issues; (b) transfer of the case; (c) intimidation and harassment of victims, witnesses and others 
involved in the case; (d) election of a Sinhala-speaking jury trial; and (e) lack of political will and 
politicization in the government and the Attorney General’s department. As discussed in 
Chapter 3, all of these five factors are issues endemic to the Sri Lankan criminal justice system 
and prevent the credible prosecution of atrocity crimes committed by state security forces 
against Tamil communities.  
 
The Kumarapuram massacre case is due to be heard by the Court of Appeal in September 
2017. It is unlikely that an appeal will be able to overcome the five significant obstacles identified 
in this analysis. Villagers of Kumarapuram lack faith that the appeal will produce a different result, 
and are instead looking to the international community to deliver justice.   
 
 
I. The Massacre  
On February 11, 1996, a group of eight to ten soldiers from the 58th Mile Post and Killiveddy 
camp15 entered the small village of Kumarapuram in Trincomalee district and massacred 26 
Tamil civilians, injuring 24 others.16 Among the 26 killed was a 15-year old girl, who the soldiers 
first physically abused and gang-raped.17  
 
                                            
14 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017; Kumarapuram Trial Record of Proceedings supra. 
15 They were also allegedly accompanied by one Muslim homeguard who died later.  
16 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017; Interview with lawyer from CHRD associated 
with the case, 1 March 2017. 
17 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017; “Justice Undone – Kumarapuram massacre case” 
(27 July 2016) Centre for Human Rights and Development, accessed here: <www.srilankachrd.org> [“Justice Undone 
– Kumarapuram massacre case, CHRD (2016)”].  
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According to villagers from Kumarapuram, the massacre was a reprisal for the deaths of two Sri 
Lankan soldiers in a clash with the LTTE near the Dehiwatta junction earlier that day, though 
Kumarapuram was not in LTTE-controlled territory and, at the time, had not housed any LTTE 
cadres.18 Rather, the village was quite isolated and otherwise surrounded by Sinhala and Muslim 
villages.19  
 
For over a year before the massacre, the military’s activities in the area around Kumarapuram 
had become increasingly hostile, with escalating harassment of civilians, including forced labor 
and verbal and physical abuse.20 Almost exactly one year before the massacre, the MP for 
Trincomalee, Mr. A. Thangathurai, wrote a letter to then-president Chandrika Kumaratunga. In 
it, he denounced the harassment of the people of Kanguveli (a village neighboring 
Kumarapuram) by Lieutenant de Silva, who was in charge of the Neelapola camp in the area.21 
Months later, MP Thangathurai received a response from then Minister of Defense 
Chandrananda de Silva, rather than the president, refuting all claims against Lieutenant de Silva. 
No actions were taken to discipline or curb the military’s harassment of Tamil civilians in the 
area.22  
 
In the days leading up to the massacre, Kumarapuram villagers noted that soldiers had been 
seen and heard in nearby villages firing guns in the air and issuing threats, often in an apparently 
inebriated state.23 On February 11, 1996, at approximately five o’clock in the evening, some 
villagers heard gunshots approaching the village.24 Many proceeded to take cover in their homes 
while others hid in the forest area behind the village.25  
 
The soldiers reportedly entered Kumarapuram from the direction of the Killiveddy camp, firing 
their weapons and shouting ‘Demala kattiya maranuwa’ (‘Death to the Tamils’).26 They first 
entered the shop of Mr. Muthulingam, located at the junction of the Kumarapuram main road.27 
The soldiers then moved in a frenzied succession throughout the village, entering most homes 

                                            
18 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017; “Case Notes: Massacre at the village of 
“Kumarapuram” in the Trincomalee District” (as at March 1996) Centre for Human Rights Development, unpublished 
[“CHRD Case Notes”]; “Information Bulletin No. 10 - Trincomalee District in February 1996: Focusing on the 
Killiveddy Massacre” (2 March 1996) University Teachers for Human Rights (UTHR) (Jaffna), accessed at: 
<http://infolanka.com/org/srilanka/issues/ut10.html> [“UTHR Bulletin No 10, March 1996”]. 
19 Ibid; CHRD Case Notes supra.   
20 Interview with villagers from Kumapuram, 16 February 2017; UTHR Bulletin No 10, March 1996, supra.   
21 UTHR Bulletin No 10, March 1996, supra.  
22 Ibid.   
23 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
24 Ibid; CHRD Case Notes supra.  
25 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
26 UTHR Bulletin No 10, March 1996, supra.  
27 Ibid; Interview with lawyer from Centre for Human Rights and Development (CHRD) associated with the case, 1 
March 2017.  
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and shops and shooting at all of the villagers, including young and old, female and male, and one 
woman who was pregnant.28  
 
Thangavelu Maruthai was one of the villagers who saw the soldiers coming towards her house 
and begged them to stop. They proceeded to shoot into her house, killing her father, Kidnan 
Kovinthan, and a young boy hiding there, Stephen Pathuma. Though she managed to survive, 
she continues to suffer from a major leg injury.29   
 
In the home of Kamaladevi, several people fled to hide, including her 11-year-old daughter, her 
brother Thirupathy, and his four children. Soldiers entered the home and killed two of the 
children— Kamaladevi’s 11-year-old daughter and Thirupathy’s 12-year-old daughter.30  
 
Like many victim-survivors, Ramajeyan remains as devastated today as he was twenty-one years 
ago. He lost his 11-year-old son in the massacre.31  
 
These are just a few examples of the horrors soldiers inflicted upon Kumarapuram that day. At 
one point, a five-minute pause in the firing led the villagers to believe the soldiers had finished 
their massacre. In fact, they had simply stopped to reload their guns before continuing to 
terrorize the villagers.32  
 
The killing that has become engrained in the minds of all of the villagers is that of 15-year old 
Arumathurai Thanaluxmi. Villagers recounted how the soldiers found her hiding in a roadside 
tea-shop with two others, including a 16-year-old boy, Vinayagamoorthy Suthaharan. Soldiers 
immediately killed the people hiding with Thanaluxmi, then proceeded to drag her into an 
empty building nearby and gang rape her. At least two villagers remember hearing her screams 
from where they were hiding. Eventually one soldier, NM Ajith Sisira Kumara, allegedly shot and 
killed Thanaluxmi. Villagers said he was running around during the massacre, yelling at the other 
soldiers to not kill civilians, and appeared to pity the state in which he found Thanaluxmi.33  
 
Villagers reported that soldiers remained in the village until after midnight and during that time, 
no police or military personnel arrived to protect the villagers.34 They told PEARL researchers 
that by the time the soldiers were done, blood was running from some houses. Those who had 
survived spent the night hiding with their dead loved ones, too fearful to leave their homes.35  
 

                                            
28 Interviews with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017. 
29 Ibid.  
30 Ibid.   
31 Ibid.  
32 Ibid  
33 Ibid  
34 Ibid; CHRD Case Notes supra.  
35 Ibid.  
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The next morning, people came from other villages to assist the Kumarapuram villagers, but the 
army only arrived around eleven o’clock to provide assistance.36 Villagers reported, however, 
that the army’s professed assistance did not include permitting the wounded to enter the camp 
hospital, which could have saved many more lives.37  
 
In total, 26 people—approximately one quarter of those who lived in Kumarapuram—were 
killed. In the two decades since, the village has never fully recovered from this attack.    
 

Names of Victims killed in Kumarapuram Massacre 
 

One of the victims was not identified. The names38 of the other victims are: 
1. Subbayya Sethurasa 
2. Alaguthurai Parameswari 
3. Arumathurai Vallipillai 
4. Kidnan Kovinthan 
5. Arunasalam Thangavel 
6. Sellathurai Packiyarasa 
7. Vadivel Nadarasa 
8. Rajenthiram Karunakaran 
9. Sanmuganathan Nithanthan 
10. Ramajeyam Kamaleswaran 
11. Kanthapodi Kamalathevi 
12. Sivakolunthu Sinnathurai 
13. Sivapackiyam Nisanthan 
14. Packiyarasa Vasanthini 
15. Amirthalingam Rajanikanthi 
16. Thangavel Kalathevi 
17. Stephen Pathuma 
18. Suntharalingam Prabhakaran 
19. Suntharalingam Subajini 
20. Kanagarasa Suvathirasa 
21. Subramaniyam Packiyam 
22. Vinayagamoorthy Suthaharan 
23. Ananthan Annamma 
24. Vijayakanth Luxmi 
25. Arumathurai Thanaluxmi 
 

 
 
 

                                            
36 CHRD Case Notes supra.  
37 Ibid; Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
38 The names are translated from the Tamil names found on a plaque commissioned by the villagers of 
Kumarapuram to memorialize the victims.  
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II. Procedural History of Case  
 
The Kumarapuram massacre case took over 20 years to reach trial and underwent many long 
periods of delay with no meaningful progress. This section provides an overview of the 
procedural history of the case, while the next section examines the history of the case in more 
detail.  
 
February – March 1996: A military board of inquiry appointed to look into the case 

conducted and completed their inquiry, recommending that an 
identification parade of all soldiers in camps in the area be held 
and that the full extent of the law be applied to those identified.39  

 
March 9, 12, 13, 1996: Identification parade of 9540 army personnel was held before the 

acting magistrate of the Muthur Magistrate’s court, Mr. M.K. 
Sellarajah, in which 24 witnesses participated, identifying eight 
army personnel, who were arrested and then promptly 
released.41 This became evidence in the non-summary inquiry.  

 
March 1996 – 
September 16, 1998: The non-summary inquiry42 in the Muthur Magistrate Court was 

completed and the case proceedings were forwarded to the 
Attorney General’s department for indictment. Witnesses and 
survivors of the massacre all gave evidence at this inquiry.43  

 
November 4, 1998: The Muthur Magistrate, R.M. Jayawardene, committed the 

Kumarapuram massacre case for the Trincomalee High Court 
and forwarded the relevant documents to the Attorney 
General’s department. There were 120 charges listed against 
each of eight soldiers.44   

 
1998 – 2002: During this nearly four-year period, the Attorney General’s 

department took no action to indict the soldiers.45  
 

                                            
39 CHRD Case Notes supra.  
40 96 soldiers army personnel were listed to be produced but one solder has absconded from the army since 
February 12, 1996, the day after the massacre.  
41 CHRD Case Notes supra.  
42 The Non-Summary Inquiry is an initial investigation usually completed by the police department. 
43 Justice Undone – Kumarapuram Massacre Case, CHRD (2016), supra.  
44 Ibid.  
45 Interview with lawyer from CHRD associated with the case, 1 March 2017.  
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June 3, 2002: The Attorney General’s department indicted the six accused 
soldiers on 101 charges each (two of the eight soldiers died 
while out on bail): Corporals SG Nishantha, NM Ajith Sisira 
Kumara, MP Kapila Darshana, HM Abeysinghe, PP Upasena and 
HM Abeyratne.46  

 
2002 – 2006: During this four-year period, the case was called multiple times 

but postponed further each time.47   
 
October 2006: At the request of the accused, the Court of Appeal issued an 

order to transfer the case from the Trincomalee High Court to 
the Anuradhapura High Court, citing the security of the 
accused.48 The Attorney General did not object to the order, and 
counsel for victims were not given an opportunity to object.49 

 
October 2006 – June 2016 For ten years, no significant progress was made on the case 

except for a calling date on October 5, 2009.50  
 
June 27 – July 21, 2016 Jury trial in case was conducted at Anuradhapura High Court. Of 

a total of 120 witnesses who were sent notices, 40 gave 
evidence during the trial.51  

 
July 27, 2016   Jury acquitted all six soldiers of all charges.52  
 
July 29, 2016 Victim-survivors and other affected families sent a letter to 

President Sirisena requesting him to direct the Attorney General 
to appeal the judgment and retry the accused before a trial at bar 
(panel of judges).53  

 

                                            
46 “Sri Lanka: President urged to retry acquitted suspects in Tamil massacre” (30 July 2016) Journalists for Democracy 
in Sri Lanka, accessed here: <www.jdslanka.org>; Kumarapuram Trial Record of Proceedings supra.  
47 Justice Undone – Kumarapuram massacre case, CHRD (2016) supra; Interview with lawyer from the CHRD 
associated with the case, 1 March 2017.  
48 Ibid. 
49 Interview with Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram Massacre case, 17 February 2017. 
50 Interview with lawyer from the CHRD associated with the case, 1 March 2017. 
51 Justice Undone – Kumarapuram massacre case, CHRD (2016) supra.  
52 Trial Record of Proceedings supra.  
53 “An Appeal to the President Maithripala Sirisena by the Victims of the Kumarapuram Massacre that occurred on 
11th February 1996” (29 February 2017), Letter from victims to President Sirisena, unpublished [“Victims’ Appeal 
Letter”]. 
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November 2016 The Attorney General’s department filed an appeal application to 
the Court of Appeal and the court fixed an appeal date for 
September 2017.54  

 
 
III. Detailed History of the Case 	
	
Investigation and Evidence-Gathering Phase  
 
In the immediate aftermath of the massacre, police were slow to cordon off the massacre area 
to gather evidence. They left the bodies of victims killed in the massacre to sit out in the sun for 
three days and failed to ever conduct a proper post-mortem of their bodies.55 Kamaladevi, who 
lost her daughter in the massacre, recounted that the bodies had become so bloated in the sun 
that the only way to identify them was by the names that had been written on the boxes the 
victims had been placed on days earlier.56  
 
The police still were able to collect a large amount of physical evidence including the blood-
stained clothes of all the victims and the weapons of the perpetrators.57 However, at the trial, 
the police alleged that all of the physical evidence in the Kumarapuram case, including the 
clothes and weapons, was destroyed in a fire at the Colombo Government Analyst’s Office in 
2005.58  
 
On the instructions of the police, the victims’ bodies were eventually buried in unmarked mass 
graves in the village. To date, relatives of the dead are unsure of the precise location in which 
each victim is buried.59  
 
Immediately after the massacre, police commenced a non-summary inquiry60 led by an Inspector 
of Police from the Muthur police station.61 The Attorney-General’s department chose not to 
participate.62  

                                            
54 “Civilian Massacre in Kumarapuram: AG appeals against the Jury’s HC verdict” (26 November 2016), Daily FT, 
accessed here: <www.ft.lk>. 
55 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
56 Ibid.   
57 Ibid; Interview with lawyer from CHRD associated with the case, 6 March 2017; “Kumarapuram massacre case 
exhibits destroyed in fire” (14 June 2005), TamilNet, accessed here: <www.tamilnet.com>. 
58 Ibid.   
59 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
60 The non-summary inquiry is a preliminary investigation before the magistrate’s court, assessing the prospects of a 
case.  
61 Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, “Post-War Justice in Sri Lanka: Rule of Law, the Criminal Justice System and 
Commissions of Inquiry” (January 2010), International Commission of Jurists, p 132. [“Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, 
“Post-War Justice in Sri Lanka”, 2010”]  
62 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017; Interview with lawyer from the CHRD associated 
with the case, 1 March 2017; Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, “Post-War Justice in Sri Lanka”, 2010, supra at p 132.  
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In February 1996, a military board of inquiry that had been convened, conducted its own 
investigation, recommending that an identification parade be conducted with all the soldiers 
from camps in areas surrounding Kumarapuram.63 Accordingly, an identification parade was held 
before the Muthur Magistrate’s Court on March 9 – 13, 1996 as part of the non-summary 
inquiry. 64 Twenty-four victim-witnesses identified eight soldiers as the alleged perpetrators.65  
 
After this identification parade however, the non-summary inquiry proceeded at the typically 
slow pace of such inquiries in Sri Lanka, and was only completed two years later in September 
1998.66 At the eventual trial in the Anuradhapura High Court, police alleged that many of the 
documents produced before the Muthur Magistrate’s Court, including during the identification 
parade, had been destroyed in the tsunami in 2004.67 This does not explain how the police 
were still able to preserve and enter into evidence at the trial in July 2016, the initial testimony 
before the Muthur Magistrate’s Court of the two accused who had died.68  
 
Indictments  
	
In November 1998, two months after the conclusion of the non-summary inquiry, Muthur 
Magistrate R.M. Jayawardene, committed the Kumarapuram massacre case for the High Court 
and forwarded the documents to the Attorney General’s department.69 The Attorney General’s 
department waited an additional four years to file indictments in 2002, six years after the 
massacre.70 The Attorney General ultimately filed 101 charges against each of six accused 
soldiers (two of the original eight died while out on bail): Corporal SG Nishantha, NM Ajith 
Sisira Kumara, MP Kapila Darshana, HM Abeysinghe, PP Upasena and HM Abeyratne. None of 
the commanding officers in the area were indicted.71  
	
Forum Selection  
 

                                            
63 CHRD Case Notes supra.   
64 Ibid.   
65 Ibid.   
66 Ibid; Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, “Post-War Justice in Sri Lanka”, 2010, supra at p 132.  
67 Interview with lawyer from CHRD associated with the case, 6 March 2017; Interview with villagers from 
Kumarapuram, 16 Februayr 2017. Villagers from Kumarapuram are highly skeptical of this and told PEARL 
researchers that the tsunami did not reach the Muthur police station or courthouse. This skepticism was shared by 
local journalists PEARL interviewed.  
68 Interviews with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017. 
69 Justice Undone – Kumarapuram massacre case, CHRD (2016), supra.  
70 Ibid.   
71 “Sri Lanka: President urged to retry acquitted suspects in Tamil massacre” (30 July 2016) Journalists for Democracy 
in Sri Lanka, accessed here: <www.jdslanka.org>; Kumarapuram Trial Record of Proceedings supra. 
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After the non-summary inquiry was completed at the Muthur Magistrate’s Court, the case was 
initially forwarded to the nearest high court in the area, the Trincomalee High Court, and 
appeared before a Tamil judge, Mr. Anton Balasingham.72 
 
However, on October 16, 2008, at the request of the six soldiers on trial, the Court of Appeal 
issued an order to transfer the case from the Trincomalee High Court to the Anuradhapura 
High Court.73 The Court of Appeal cited the “security of the accused” as the reasoning behind 
the transfer order, neglecting to seek or consider the victims’ perspectives.74 
 
Victims from Kumarapuram stated they were never informed of the request to transfer the 
case.75 The lawyer for the victims, Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, told newspapers that victims were not 
given the opportunity to object when the transfer was made.76 Further, the Attorney General’s 
department did not oppose the transfer request.77 
 
Victim-witnesses from Kumarapuram ultimately made the 300-kilometer round trip journey to 
Colombo three times to ask Tamil politicians if they could get the case transferred back to the 
Trincomalee High Court.78  During each visit, they were told that these politicians would try, but 
a second transfer never materialized.79 
 
When the case was finally heard between May and June 2016, victim-witnesses noted that they 
had to hire two mini-buses at great expense each time they travelled from Kumarapuram to 
Anuradhapura to provide testimony.80 As they could not afford this expense on their own, they 
were only able to make these trips due to the generosity of a few NGOs, including AHAM and 
CHRD.81  
 
Victim-witnesses from Kumarapuram told PEARL researchers that they were too scared to stay 
in Anuradhapura overnight. They feared they would be even more vulnerable and at risk 
outside of court in the predominantly Sinhala region, in which they noted that local residents 
only spoke Sinhalese. As a result, AHAM arranged for them to travel the 150-kilometer round 
trip journey each time they had to testify.82 Repeatedly traveling between Kumarapuram and 

                                            
72 “Kumarapuram massacre case inquiry fixed” (9 November 2004), TamilNet, accessed here: 
<www.tamilnet.com>.  
73 Justice Undone – Kumarapuram massacre case, CHRD (2016), supra. 
74 Interview with lawyer from CHRD associated with the case, 1 March 2017.  
75 Interviews with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
76 Sri Lanka: President urged to retry acquitted suspects in Tamil massacre” (30 July 2016) Journalists for Democracy 
in Sri Lanka, accessed here: <www.jdslanka.org>. 
77 Interview with Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram massacre case, 17 February 2017.   
78 Interviews with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017; Interview with AHAM, 1 March 2017. 
79 Interviews with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
80 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017; Interview with AHAM, 1 March 2017; Interview 
with Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram massacre case, 17 February 2017.   
81 Ibid.  
82 Interview with AHAM, 1 March 2017. 
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Anuradhapura also contributed to villagers’ fears of being stopped and harassed by the military 
and police.83  
	
Electing for a Jury Trial  
 
In the Kumarapuram case, the six accused soldiers exercised their right under law to opt for a 
jury trial and a Sinhala-speaking jury panel.84 This choice of a Sinhala-speaking jury panel resulted 
in an ethnically all-Sinhalese jury.85 The Attorney General’s department did not raise any 
objections or apply to the Chief Justice for a trial-at-bar despite the exceptional circumstances 
of the case.86 
	
Delay in Proceedings  
 
There were numerous significant delays in the progress of the Kumarapuram case, which took 
over 20 years to reach trial. The bulk of these delays are attributable to the Attorney General’s 
department.87   
 
At the outset, the Magistrate Court’s non-summary inquiry itself progressed slowly, taking two 
years. After it was completed, there was a delay of four years (1998-2002) before the Attorney 
General filed indictments. Following that was another four-year delay in which the case was 
postponed further each time it was called. In 2006, the order for the transfer of the case was 
made. After the transfer to the Anuradhapura High Court, the case lay dormant for 10 years 
until the trial finally commenced in 2016.   
	
Trial and Acquittals  
 
After 20 years, the trial of the Kumarapuram massacre case finally occurred between June 27 
and July 21, 2016.88 Forty of the 120 witnesses that had been summoned by the Attorney 
General’s department gave evidence in the Anuradhapura High Court.89  
 
No physical evidence was presented at trial because the police alleged it had all been destroyed 
in a fire at the Colombo Government Analyst’s Office in 2005.90 There was also little of the 
documentary evidence that had been produced before the Muthur Magistrate’s Court, including 

                                            
83 Interview with AHAM, 1 March 2017. 
84 Trial Record of Proceedings, supra; Interview with Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram 
massacre case, 17 February 2017.   
85 Ibid.  
86 Interview with Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram massacre case, 17 February 2017.   
87 Interview with lawyer from CHRD associated with the Kumarapuram case, 1 March 2017.  
88 Justice Undone – Kumarapuram massacre case, CHRD (2016). 
89 Ibid.   
90 Interview with lawyer from CHRD associated with the case, 6 March 2017; “Kumarapuram massacre case 
exhibits destroyed in fire” (14 June 2005), TamilNet, accessed here: <www.tamilnet.com>. 
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the record of the identification parade, because the police alleged those documents had been 
destroyed in the tsunami.91  
 
On July 27, 2016, the Anuradhapura High Court released the jury decision acquitting each of 
the six indicted soldiers of the 101 charges against them.92 Since there was a jury verdict, no 
explicit reasoning was provided for the decision. Despite this, the judge’s instructions to the jury 
are an important window into how the trial was conducted and the factors that influenced the 
jury’s decision.  
 
Anuradhapura High Court Justice Manjula Thilakaratna, as per the normal procedure, started his 
instructions to the jury by providing a summary of accusations and eyewitness testimony against 
each of the accused.93 He reminded the jurors that they should rely on the testimony of 
eyewitnesses only if they considered those witnesses credible. 
 
The judge then turned to the testimony given by each of the accused. He told the jury to 
regard statements given under oath, without duress and not under cross-examination as 
evidence.94 He told them that if they believed a statement by the accused was true, they should 
act on it and “release the accused from the charges.”95 He then said that, if a statement from 
the witness box cast reasonable doubt on the prosecutor’s (Attorney General’s) case, the jury 
should, in that instance, also release the accused.96  
 
At no point during the jury instructions did the judge reference that, according to police 
testimony, all physical evidence had been destroyed in a fire. Nor did the judge mention the 
destruction of all documentary evidence that had been submitted before the Muthur 
Magistrate’s Court, which police testified had allegedly been destroyed in the tsunami. The judge 
also neglected to mention the larger context of the massacre within which individual charges 
were brought against each of the accused.  
 
While the judge did close by instructing the jury not to consider the ethnicity, language or 
location of each of the accused or witnesses,97 the jury instructions make clear that, in a case 
without physical evidence or substantial documentary evidence, the jurors must solely weigh the 
credibility of the accused against the credibility of the witnesses.  
 

                                            
91 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017; Interview with lawyer from CHRD associated 
with the case, 6 March 2017.   
92 Kumarapuram Trial Record of Proceedings, supra.  
93 Ibid.   
94 Ibid.  
95 Ibid.  
96 Ibid.  
97 Ibid.  
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Each time the judge summarized testimony from an eyewitness regarding their identification of 
one of the accused soldiers in the identification parade, the judge repeated to the jury that the 
Attorney General’s department never introduced evidence of the identification parade and 
thereby did not confirm its contents.98 The judge never mentioned that it would have been 
impossible for the Attorney General’s department to introduce that evidence, because the 
police alleged it had been destroyed in the tsunami. As the identification parade was a key piece 
of evidence in establishing the identities of the accused, its repeated dismissal by the judge 
seriously undermined the case. 
 
At no point did the judge draw the jury’s attention to contradictions between the alleged 
perpetrators’ testimony at the High Court with their testimony before the Magistrate’s Court, 
which would have provided grounds for the jury to better evaluate their credibility. For 
example, the second accused, NM Ajith Sisira Kumara, testified at the Magistrate’s Court that he 
had been at Kumarapuram and had shot and killed 15-year-old Thanaluxmy to put her out of 
her misery. His testimony before the High Court, however, was a direct contradiction of his 
initial testimony. In the High Court, like the rest of the accused, he claimed to have not been 
involved in the massacre.  
 
The judge did not mention this or other critical contradictions in his jury instructions. Yet he did 
instruct the jurors that they could rely on testimony given before the Muthur Magistrate’s Court 
by the accused soldiers who had died before the trial and, thus, were not available for further 
questioning.99  
 

In the judge’s own words  
 
The summaries below present Justice Manjula Thilakaratna’s itemized review of evidence for the 
jury.100  
 
F irst accused: S.G. Nishantha 
From the eyewitnesses: One eyewitness testified that the first accused stabbed him. The 
eyewitness also said that he identified the accused in the 1996 identification parade; however, as 
the Attorney General failed to introduce evidence that an identification parade was held or 
produce a record of it, it cannot be confirmed. 

 
From the defendant: On the day of the massacre, the first accused was on foot patrol when 
he learned that there was going to be an LTTE attack in the afternoon. He received an order 
from superiors to remain there and guard the road, and stated that he had no connection to 

                                            
98 Ibid.  
99 Ibid.  
100 This entire section is taken directly from Justice Manjula Thilakaratna’s own words as recorded in the 
Kumarapuram Trial Record of Proceedings supra, and translated orally to PEARL researchers.  
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what happened in Kumarapuram.   
 

Second accused: NM Ajith Sis ira Kumara  
From the eyewitnesses: Multiple eyewitnesses said this accused told the other soldiers not 
to shoot people. According to these eyewitness accounts, it appeared as if the accused had not 
committed any violent act. One female witness said this soldier protected her. Per the female 
eyewitness’s account, it appeared that the second accused cannot be charged with a crime.  
 
From the accused: On the day of the massacre, the second accused testified that he was at 
the Killiveddy checkpoint when he learned of an ongoing LTTE attack and received an order to 
guard the checkpoint and the road. He stated that he followed the order and had nothing to do 
with what happened in Kumarapuram. 
 
Third accused: MP Kapi la Sudarshana 
From the eyewitnesses: Of the ten eyewitnesses against this accused, three identified him 
in the 1996 identification parade. These eyewitness identifications cannot be considered by the 
jury, as the Attorney General failed to introduce evidence that an identification parade was held 
or produce a record of it. Two of the witnesses identified the accused from the witness box 
during their testimony. Multiple witnesses alleged that this defendant entered their homes and 
shot at them and their families, killing and injuring multiple victims.  

 
From the accused: On the day of the massacre, the third accused testified he was on duty at 
the Kiliveddy camp when he learned of an ongoing LTTE attack. He stated that he received an 
order from his superiors to guard the Kiliveddy checkpoint and the road and that he remained 
in the camp.  

 
Fourth accused: HM Abeyasinghe 
From the eyewitnesses: No witnesses testified against this accused.  

 
From the accused: On the day of the massacre, the fourth accused testified he was on duty 
at the Killiveddy checkpoint in the afternoon. When he learned of an LTTE attack in the 
evening, he was given an order to defend the checkpoint and the road. He stated that he had 
nothing to do with the massacre.  

 
F i fth accused: PP Upasena 
From the eyewitnesses: One eyewitness said that a person who looked similar to the fifth 
defendant shot inside his house. He stated that, while he remembered identifying Upasena at 
the 1996 identification parade, he did not know for certain, during the trial, if it was him. Once 
again, the Attorney General’s department did not produce evidence of the identification parade. 
As there is doubt regarding his identity, the jury should consider identifications such as this one 
uncertain.   
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From the accused: On the day of the massacre, the fifth accused was on duty at the 
Killiveddy checkpoint when he heard of an ongoing LTTE attack and was asked by senior 
personnel to defend the checkpoint and the road. He stated that he had nothing to do with the 
massacre.  

 
Sixth accused (Abeyaratne)  
From the eyewitnesses: The first of two eyewitnesses stated that this defendant shot and 
killed his son, and that he identified the sixth accused during the identification parade. Again, this 
eyewitness identification cannot be considered by the jury, as the Attorney General failed to 
introduce evidence that an identification parade was held or produce a record of it During this 
eyewitness’s cross-examination, defense counsel put forth the proposition that the person he 
identified during the identification parade was not among the accused in court. The second 
eyewitness alleged that the sixth defendant shot and killed his mother-in-law and another 
villager, and that he had identified this accused during the identification parade, which cannot be 
considered by the jury. When this eyewitness identified the sixth defendant in court, he said “he 
has the shape and build of that person” and, hence, the jury should consider whether the 
eyewitness identified this defendant beyond a reasonable doubt. 

 
From the accused: On the day of the massacre, he was at the 59th Base Camp and was 
getting ready for guard duty when he learned of an ongoing LTTE attack. He was asked by 
senior personnel to report to the service checkpoint, followed these orders, and had nothing to 
do with the massacre.  
 
	
	
IV. Barriers to Credible Prosecution 
 
There are many issues with the Sri Lankan criminal justice system that create barriers to 
effectively prosecuting atrocity crimes against Tamil communities. As stated in the UN’s OISL 
report: 
 

The obstacles to accountability are many and have been documented 
repeatedly:  the lack of political will; lack of independent oversight of 
appointments to the judiciary, as well as to the Human Rights 
Commission and other bodies; interference of the Executive in judicial 
matters; undue delay in cases languishing in the courts for many years 
without progress; appointment of commissions of inquiry which have 
often lacked independence, the majority of whose reports have never 
been made public; the failure to implement recommendations made by 
national and United Nations bodies regarding accountability; threats and 
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reprisals against those who make complaints against security forces and 
Government officials, as well as lawyers and judicial officials; and the 
absence of effective witness protection mechanisms. Another obstacle 
is the lack of relevant legislation criminalizing international crimes and 
instituting modes of liability including command or superior 
responsibility.101   

 
Other reports have noted additional barriers, such as the politicization of the Attorney 
General’s department and judiciary, and procedural law issues around investigations and jury 
trials.102 These obstacles vary from case to case and the above list is by no means 
comprehensive. What is clear is that there are many structural and systemic barriers to 
accountability in all cases of atrocity crimes against Tamil victims.   
 
The detailed procedural history presented in the previous section reveals serious obstacles to a 
credible prosecution at all stages of the proceedings in the Kumarapuram massacre case. These 
obstacles fall broadly into five categories: (a) improper investigation and evidentiary issues; (b) 
transfer of case; (c) intimidation and harassment of victims, witnesses and others involved in the 
case; (d) election of a Sinhala-speaking jury trial; and (e) political barriers.  
 
(a) Improper Investigation and Evidentiary Issues  
 
Non-Summary Inquiry  
 
As in most cases of extrajudicial killings, the non-summary inquiry was conducted by the police 
alone.103 When police investigate security force personnel with whom they work in co-
operation, permitting the police alone to conduct the initial non-summary inquiry raises serious 
concerns about a conflict of interest.104 Among other problems, this may lead to an incomplete 
and halfhearted investigation, as demonstrated in this case.  
 
While the Attorney General can technically appear in the Magistrate’s Court to lead evidence in 
a non-summary inquiry, they rarely opt to do so.105 In this case, the Attorney General’s 

                                            
101 OISL Report 2015 supra, at pp 230-231. 
102 Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, “Post-War Justice in Sri Lanka”, 2010, supra; “Preliminary observations and 
recommendations of the Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or 
punishment, Mr. Juan E. Mendez* on the Official joint visit to Sri Lanka” (7 May 2016), United Nations Special 
Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment, accessed at: 
<www.ohchr.org>; “Preliminary observations and recommendations of the Special Rapporteur on the 
independence of judges and lawyers” (7 May 2016), United Nations Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges 
and lawyers and Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, accessed 
at: <www.ohchr.org>. 
103  Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, “Post-War Justice in Sri Lanka”, 2010, supra, at p 132.  
104 Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, “Post-War Justice in Sri Lanka”, 2010, supra, at p 132.  
105 Ibid; Interview with Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram massacre case, 17 February 
2017. Note an exception to this was in the case of the 5 students massacred in Trincomalee where the Attorney 
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department never sent anyone to Kumarapuram to meet with villagers or gather evidence.106 
The only official that the villagers remember coming to meet them during the case was the local 
Divisional Secretary.107 The lawyer for the victims, Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, told PEARL researchers 
that the Attorney General department’s failure to assign anyone from their office for the non-
summary inquiry was “indicative of the indifference of the AG’s department towards this 
case.”108 
 
The initial police investigation was further plagued by significant evidentiary issues, which 
impacted the credibility and comprehensiveness of the police reports. For example, the choice 
to leave bodies of victims out in the sun for three days and not conduct proper post-
mortems109 suggests either incompetence or a deliberate attempt to destroy evidence.  
 
Destruction of Evidence  
 
At trial, the police alleged that they had lost all of the physical evidence in the Kumarapuram 
case, including the victims’ blood-stained clothes and the weapons allegedly used by the 
perpetrators in a 2005 fire at the office of the Government Analyst in Colombo.110 Villagers and 
those monitoring the case remain skeptical that the evidence was lost in the fire, with many 
suspecting foul play and intentional withholding of evidence.111  
 
The police further alleged that most of the evidence that had been submitted before the 
Muthur Magistrate Court in the non-summary inquiry had been destroyed in the 2004 
tsunami.112 Despite the destruction of the rest of this evidence, the police somehow managed 
to preserve the testimony of the two accused soldiers who had died before the case went to 
trial.  
 
The loss of all physical and most documentary evidence created a significant impediment to its 
prosecution. As laid out above, the jury heard testimony regarding over 600 charges and was 
required to base its decisions solely on the perceived relative credibility of Kumarapuram’s Tamil 
villagers and the six Sinhalese soldiers on trial. Additionally, as previously noted, the judge 
directed the jury, in some instances, regarding whose credibility to question. It is difficult to 
accept that an all-Sinhala jury panel from Anuradhapura would have been able to leave aside 

                                                                                                                                        
General did send State Counsel for the non-summary inquiry: <http://srilankabrief.org/2016/12/sri-lanka-provides-
additional-information-to-uncat/>  
106 Interviews with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017; Interview with AHAM, 2 March 2017. 
107 Ibid.  
108 Interview with Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram case, 17 February 2017.  
109 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
110 Ibid; Interview with lawyer from CHRD associated with the case, 6 March 2017; “Kumarapuram massacre case 
exhibits destroyed in fire” (14 June 2005), TamilNet, accessed here: <www.tamilnet.com>. 
111 Ibid; Interview with journalist following the case, 7 March 2017.   
112 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017; Interview with lawyer from CHRD associated 
with the Kumarapuram case, 6 March 2017.   
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implicit biases about ethnicity based on two sentences uttered by the judge at the end of jury 
instructions. As academic analyses of jury trials in other contexts have demonstrated, implicit 
racial and ethnic bias is pernicious and cannot be undone by a jury instruction.113 
 
The circumstances surrounding the purported loss of evidence also raise serious questions 
about whether the evidence was accidentally lost, or purposefully destroyed. As will be 
discussed in Chapter 3, the Sri Lankan police routinely claim to lose material evidence in cases 
involving atrocity crimes by state security forces against Tamil communities.   
 
(b) Transfer of case 
 
The transfer of the case from the Trincomalee High Court to the Anuradhapura High Court is a 
development that still frustrates and confuses the victims.114 The transfer was ostensibly made in 
the interest of maintaining the security of the accused, but did not factor in any of the victims’ 
fears about security. 115  
 
Victims were not given the opportunity to object to the case being transferred. In fact, the 
victims’ lawyer, Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, told PEARL researchers that the Court of Appeal, in deciding 
on the transfer, heard only the perspectives of the accused. The perspectives of victims, who 
were crucial witnesses and would have to travel the long distance from a remote village in 
Muthur, were not even sought. He believes the real reason the accused soldiers requested the 
transfer was to avoid a trial before a Tamil judge.116 
 
Victims’ concerns about the transfer were twofold: regard for their physical and financial security 
due to repeated travel to Anuradhapura, and the decreased likelihood of the charges resulting 
in convictions. Exacerbating their concerns, the transfer of the case occurred at the height of the 
armed conflict. If the trial had proceeded expediently, the victims would have been required to 
travel through particularly volatile regions in order to provide testimony. Despite these factors, 
the Court of Appeal did not consider victims’ concerns in its decision to transfer the case.  
 
The transfer also had a substantive impact on the evidence available during the trial. Some 
villagers did not identify soldiers in court whom they had previously identified in the 1996 
identification parade at the Muthur Magistrate’s Court.117 As they told PEARL researchers, they 
were too afraid to do so in a predominantly Sinhala region.118  
 

                                            
113 Jerry Kang et al. “Implicit Bias in the Courtroom” (2012) 59 UCLA Rev. 1124, accessed at: 
<https://faculty.washington.edu/agg/pdf/Kang&al.ImplicitBias.UCLALawRev.2012.pdf>. 
114 Interviews with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
115 Interview with lawyer from the CHRD associated with the case, 1 March 2017.  
116 Interview with Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram massacre case, 17 February 2017.  
117 Interview with AHAM, 2 March 2017.  
118 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
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The practice of transferring cases from predominantly Tamil areas, where the violations 
occurred and victims are situated, to predominantly Sinhala areas far from victims is a common 
pattern in cases of atrocity crimes against Tamils.119 Where the transfers are also unopposed by 
the Attorney General’s department, as in Kumarapuram, they raise questions about the 
commitment and attention with which the Attorney General’s department is trying a case. 
According to the victims’ lawyer, in the case of Kumarapuram, “the Attorney General’s 
department acted with indifference.”120 
 
(c) Intimidation and Harassment of Witnesses, Victims and Others 
 
Victims and other witnesses from Kumarapuram suffered harassment by security officials for 20 
years between the massacre and the acquittal.121 Their experience is consistent with others’ in 
cases of atrocity crimes by predominantly Sinhala security forces against Tamils. 
 
One month after the massacre, while the identification parade was held at the Muthur 
Magistrate’s Court in March 1996, AHAM housed the victim-witnesses in Trincomalee.122 After 
the parade, military personnel visited AHAM and told them the villagers should go back to 
Kumarapuram.123 Though the victim-witnesses did not want to return to their decimated village, 
the military personnel then visited the Divisional Secretary, who came and compelled the 
villagers to go back.124 From that point onwards, the villagers were subjected to regular 
questioning by security officials in Kumarapuram in relation to the case.125  
 
Villagers told PEARL researchers that, when they tried to commemorate the massacre in 2006, 
10 years after the killings, they experienced significant intimidation and harassment from local 
military personnel.126 As a result, they did not hold another commemoration until 2017, eleven 
years later.  
 
This intimidation and harassment was a constant part of villagers’ lives for 20 years and 
ostensibly had a significant psychological impact on the victims. Many were afraid to name the 
six Sinhalese soldiers in court in Anuradhapura though they had identified them in Muthur.127 
The victims felt an added vulnerability in this unfamiliar Sinhala area where they also lacked 
fluency in the language used in the community and in the court. AHAM told PEARL researchers 
that this sense of fear had been engrained in the villagers’ minds after the events of the 

                                            
119 Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, “Post-War Justice in Sri Lanka”, 2010, supra, at pp 141 – 142.  
120 Interview with Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram massacre case, 17 February 2017. 
121 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017; Interview with AHAM, 2 March 2017.  
122 Interview with AHAM, 2 March 2017.  
123 Ibid.  
124 Ibid.  
125 Ibid; Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
126 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.   
127 Interview with AHAM, 2 March 2017.  
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massacre, their resulting trauma, and two decades of harassment and intimidation by security 
forces in Kumarapuram.128  
	
(d) Election of Sinhala-Speaking Jury Trial  
 
One of the factors that may have contributed to the acquittals was the use of a jury trial as 
opposed to a trial at bar and the resulting composition of the jury, or finders of fact.129 Under 
section 11 of the Judicature Act No. 2 of 1978, an accused may elect a jury trial where at least 
one of the charges is for an offence under Schedule 2 of the Act. Schedule 2 includes the 
offences of murder, culpable homicide not amounting to murder, and rape.130  
 
A significant barrier to equal protection in Sri Lankan courts is the defendant’s right to choose 
whether the language of the jury panel is Sinhala, Tamil or English.131 A Sinhalese defendant will 
most often elect a Sinhala-speaking jury panel, which often means the jury’s ethnic background 
is entirely Sinhalese as well.132 The Kumarapuram massacre case was no exception.  
 
In the opinion of the victims’ lawyer, the prosecutor should have made arrangements to file an 
application with the Chief Justice for a trial-at-bar based on the exceptional circumstances of the 
case.133 This may have avoided the jury trial. But instead, the Attorney General did not object to 
the election of a jury trial and a Sinhala-speaking jury panel.134  
 
Victims believe that the entirely Sinhalese jury could never have delivered a fair verdict.135 Many 
victims felt that the jury should have been diverse and included Tamil jurors, whom they believe 
would have been able to empathize with the Tamil victims. Numerous leading human rights 
lawyers and activists share this perspective.136 “The all-Sinhala jury would have been thinking 
they must save their kith and kin,” human rights lawyer and M.P for the Tamil National Alliance, 
Mr. M.A. Sumanthiran, told PEARL researchers.137 
 
(e) Political barriers: lack of political will, politicization, and delays  
 

                                            
128 Ibid.  
129 “Trial at bar” is trial by a panel of judges.  
130 Sections 296, 297, 300 and 364 of Penal Code are listed in Schedule 2 of the Judicature Act.  
131 Code of Criminal Procedure Act (No. 15 of 1979), s. 210 read in combination with rules under the law.  
132 Interviews with human rights lawyers in Colombo, February 9 – 10, 2017.  
133 Interview with Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram massacre case, 17 February 2017.  
134 Ibid.   
135 Interview with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017.  
136 Interview with Mr. K. S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram case, 17 February 2017; Interview 
with Mr. M.A. Sumanthiran, human rights lawyer and M.P for the Tamil National Alliance, 10 February 2017; 
Interviews with other human rights lawyers who choose to remain unnamed in Colombo, February 9 – 12, 2017.   
137 Interview with Mr. M.A. Sumanthiran, human rights lawyer and M.P. for the Tamil National Alliance, 10 February 
2017.  
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The Kumarapuram case took over 20 years to go to trial and throughout its long history, never 
garnered much political will for prosecution from the government or Attorney General’s 
department. This lack of political will, and the consequent delays and politicization contributed 
to the eventual acquittals in this case. 
 
The judiciary in Sri Lanka is also heavily politicized, and has been documented to be 
discriminatory based on race.138 However, since the Kumarapuram case was a jury trial, the two 
judges from the Anuradhapura High Court who presided over the trial did not play a large role, 
though there were some questionable decisions made about what was included and excluded 
from jury instructions. Nevertheless, villagers and human rights organizations monitoring the trial 
noted that the judges did not appear to be biased against them nor pose any difficulties during 
the days on which they testified.139  
 
Government 
 
At the time of the massacre, then-president Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga and the Sri 
Lankan government were focused on bolstering their recapture of Jaffna at the end of 1995 and 
pursuing the LTTE in the Vanni, where it was recovering from its loss of Jaffna and shifting 
operations.140 The Sri Lankan military withdrew from areas in the East to strengthen forces in 
the North, allowing the LTTE to move into areas north of Kumarapuram, around Muthur.141 
Despite their movements, the LTTE did not have a stronghold near Kumarapuram.142 
 
In the week following the massacre, not a single national or foreign newspaper sent 
correspondents to Kumarapuram.143 The case continued to receive very little publicity in the 
predominantly Sinhala south, according to Tamil civil society organizations who were monitoring 
its developments. Although the victims of the massacre were Tamil civilians with no connections 
to the LTTE, the south largely believed the government propaganda that the victims of the 
massacre were LTTE members or supporters.144 
 
The absence of pressure and attention from Sinhala communities in the south were likely major 
contributors to the government’s lack of political will to push for an effective prosecution. In the 
few instances where the south has reacted strongly to atrocity crimes against Tamil civilians, the 

                                            
138 Jayantha de Almedia Guneratne, Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, and Gehan Gunatilleke, “The Judicial Mind in Sri 
Lanka: Responding to the Protection of Minority Rights” (January 2014), Law and Society Trust, at p 279.   
139 Interviews with villagers from Kumarapuram, 16 February 2017; Interview with AHAM, 2 March 2017. 
140 UTHR Bulletin No 10, March 1996 supra. 
141 Ibid.  
142 Ibid.   
143 Ibid.   
144 Interview with Mr. K. S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram case, 17 February 2017; Interviews 
with human rights lawyers in Colombo, 9 – 10 February 2017; Interview with human rights lawyer in Trincomalee, 
16 February 2017.  
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government has taken more proactive steps to investigate and/or prosecute those cases.145 
While those cases do not often result in convictions, due to numerous other systemic issues in 
the legal system, they receive wider attention and public condemnation.  
 
Mr. A. Thangathurai, Tamil United Liberation Front (TULF) M.P. for Trincomalee, acted quickly 
after the massacre to try to draw attention to the atrocities. Between February 12 and February 
15, 1996, he wrote twice to then-president Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga to request 
that she appoint a commission of inquiry, led by a Supreme Court justice, to investigate the 
massacre and identify the perpetrators.146 Despite his requests, only a military-led board of 
inquiry was eventually appointed, headed by Major General General E.H. Samaratungha, V.S.P. 
Notably, Brigadier Parami Kulatungha was also a member of the board, despite being in charge 
of the 22nd brigade, whose purview included the Muthur sector and, therefore, Kumarapuram.147  
 
Neither the government at the time of the massacre, under then-president Chandrika 
Bandaranaike Kumaratunga, nor the successive government of former president Mahinda 
Rajapaksa, ever released executive orders in relation to the case, or issued official statements 
concerning the case. Perhaps more notably, the same is true of the current government under 
President Maithripala Sirisena, which co-sponsored Resolution 30/1 at the UN Human Rights 
Council (as discussed supra, Introduction) and was in power immediately before, during, and 
since the trial and acquittals.148  
	
Attorney General’s Department 
 
The Attorney General’s department demonstrated a clear lack of political will with respect to 
the prosecution of this case for the 21 years it took to proceed through the courts. Ineffective 
prosecution by the Attorney General’s department in this case contributed to many of the 
factors discussed above, particularly the improper investigations, transfer of the case, and 
election of a jury trial.  
 
At the outset, the Attorney General’s department chose not to intervene in the non-summary 
inquiry conducted by the police, though it could have exercised this option.149 As a result, 
despite an unexpectedly speedy military board of inquiry with good recommendations, the non-

                                            
145 Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, “Still seeking justice in Sri Lanka: Rule of Law, the Criminal Justice System and 
Commissions of Inquiry since 1977” (January 2010), International Commission of Jurists, at pp 46-47, accessed here: 
<www.humanitariansrilanka.org>. For an example of a rare prosecution, see the Krishanthy Kumaraswamy case, 
which human rights lawyers attribute in part to the strong reaction the case garnered in the South.  
146 CHRD Case Notes supra.   
147 Ibid.  
148 It is possible that President Sirisena issued an order directing the Attorney General’s department to appeal the 
acquittal decision following the submission of a letter by the victims, but as no official statement has been released, 
it is difficult to know for sure. 
149 Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, “Post-War Justice in Sri Lanka”, 2010, supra at p 132; Interview with Mr. K.S. 
Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram massacre case, 17 February 2017.  
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summary inquiry took over two years to complete, due to the sluggish pace set by the police.150 
This also meant the police’s investigation was unsupervised, and as seen with the loss of all 
physical and most documentary evidence in this case, this turned out to be highly problematic.  
 
Even after the non-summary inquiry concluded in 1998, the Attorney General’s department 
waited another four years to file indictments against the eight identified accused soldiers, by 
which point, two of them had died.151 Additionally, none of the commanding officers in the area 
were among those indicted. The Attorney General’s department demonstrated a clear lack of 
will to follow the chain of command and prosecute higher-ranked military personnel who had 
allegedly encouraged and/or directed the massacre. 
	
For four years after charges were filed, there was no meaningful progress in the case. According 
to lawyers for the victims, the main source of delay in moving the case forward was the 
Attorney General’s department.152   
 
In October 2006, the alleged perpetrators requested, and were granted, a transfer of the case 
from the Trincomalee High Court to the Anuradhapura High Court.153 As discussed earlier in 
this chapter, the Attorney General neither opposed the transfer request nor informed victims of 
the transfer request so their lawyers would have an opportunity to challenge it.154 This 
negligence by the Attorney General’s department, which was heavily criticized by human rights 
lawyers and victims’ lawyers, demonstrates their clear lack of will to prosecute this case.  
 
The Attorney General’s department was also a significant, if not chief, cause of the many delays 
in prosecution. The slow progress of the case not only prolonged the ultimate outcome, but 
likely undermined the quality of the evidence, contributing to the failure to secure a single 
conviction.155 As time passes, both testimonial and physical evidence becomes less available and 
reliable. Witnesses die or leave the jurisdiction, and those who remain are less able to recount 
their experiences than they were in the immediate aftermath of the crime. Material evidence 
degrades or is misplaced. And in a context where tampering is a justified historical and present-
day concern, unnecessary delays in prosecution present additional opportunities for willful 
destruction of critical evidence. In the Kumarapuram case, the risks associated with delayed 
prosecution manifested when all physical evidence from the massacre was allegedly lost in a 
2005 fire at the office of the Government Analyst in Colombo and most documentary evidence 
was allegedly lost in the 2004 tsunami.  
 

                                            
150 Justice Undone – Kumarapuram massacre case, CHRD (2016), supra. 
151 Ibid; President urged to retry acquitted suspects in Tamil massacre” (30 July 2016) Journalists for Democracy in Sri 
Lanka, accessed here: <www.jdslanka.org>  
152 Interview with lawyer from CHRD associated with the Kumarapuram massacre case, 1 March 2017.   
153 Justice Undone – Kumarapuram massacre case, CHRD (2016), supra. 
154 Interview with Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the Kumarapuram massacre case, 17 February 2017. 
155 Interview with lawyer from CHRD associated with the Kumarapuram massacre case, 1 March 2017.   
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When the Attorney General’s department finally saw the case to trial more than 20 years after 
the underlying events, Senior State Counsel Sudarshana de Silva prosecuted on behalf of the 
department.156 De Silva, like all members of the department, was charged with prosecuting 
violations of criminal law in some cases and defending the Sri Lankan government in others. For 
example, in a previous case against journalist J.S. Tissainayagam, he represented the Terrorism 
Investigation Division (TID) of the Sri Lanka Police, defending their charges of Tissainayagam 
under the PTA.157  
 
It is well accepted amongst human rights lawyers and activists in Sri Lanka that the Attorney 
General’s department is heavily politicized and reflects a deeply entrenched pro-state attitude, 
often leading to lack of will to prosecute politically-charged cases of atrocity crimes against 
Tamils.158 The Kumarapuram case was no exception. To date, no representative or lawyer from 
the Attorney General’s department has visited the village of Kumarapuram.159   
 
After the comprehensive acquittals of all six defendants on all charges, Minister for National 
Language and Dialogue, Mano Ganesan, told the media “the conduct of the Attorney General 
in this case was disappointing.”160 The Attorney General department’s behavior in the 
Kumarapuram case underscored its lack of political will to prosecute the case and/or the pro-
government politicization of the department. 
 
V. Impact of Acquittals on Victims/Community  
 

“When we saw the pictures of the sold iers hugging their wives the next day, we 
were so distraught”- v ict im of the Kumarapuram massacre  

 
The survivors of the Kumarapuram massacre recounted to PEARL researchers that on the day 
of the acquittals they gathered together to share in their deep sense of sorrow and devastation. 

                                            
156 “Acquittal of six soldiers in Kumarapuram massacre case AG appeals A’pura HC jury decision” (2 November 
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international pressure. “Travel restrictions on Ruki Fernando removed” (3 July 2015), Free Media Movement, 
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“Everyone spent the whole day crying and, when the media came to talk to us afterwards, we 
sent them away because we were devastated,” one villager told PEARL researchers. 
 
The small community of Kumarapuram victim-survivors directed its anger both at the central 
government and their own Tamil politicians. As others nodded along, one villager exclaimed, 
“[w]e have lost any remaining faith we had in the domestic legal system.”161  
 
Following the acquittals, villagers have also experienced a renewed sense of fear that those 
soldiers who were acquitted could easily return to the village for retribution. One elderly 
mother noted, “[w]e want justice because we are worried this could happen again – what stops 
the army from coming back into our village to finish the rest of us off if there is renewed ethnic 
violence?”162  
 
The acquittals also confirmed the villagers’ views that Sri Lanka is an inherently discriminatory 
state that will never deliver justice for Tamils. “If something like this happened to the Sinhalese, 
how much money would the government have given and how quickly would they have acted?” 
said one older victim, adding, “Tamils have to get justice.”163  
 
In response to questions about whether they had greater faith in the “new government,” 
villagers laughed. “Don’t forget that this massacre happened under Chandrika,” one villager said, 
referencing the former president and current head of the Office of National Unity and 
Reconciliation. The community believes, now more than ever, that nothing will happen without 
international intervention.164  
 
While the small community of Kumarapuram victim-survivors was devastated by the acquittals, 
it remains committed to fighting for justice for the massacre that destroyed their community. 
For the first time since 2005, the community held a public memorial for the victims of the 
massacre in 2017, entirely on its own and without any assistance from politicians or political 
parties.165 
 
The village is also trying to raise money for a permanent memorial for victims, but has so far 
been faced with government reluctance and rejection. The local Divisional Secretariat office 
rejected the villagers’ request to purchase a small piece of land by the road in Kumarapuram for 
the memorial. Now villagers have to find a site outside the village for it.166  
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One source of hope for villagers is the support they have received from other Tamils in the 
North-East and in the Tamil diaspora, with regards to memorializing victims of the massacre. 
Villagers hope that the memorial will serve as a reminder to all who pass through Kumarapuram 
of the horrific massacre that occurred and their need for justice in order to heal their 
community.167  
 

                                            
167 Ibid.  
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Chapter 3: Systemic Barriers to Credible 
Prosecution of Atrocity Crimes in Sri Lanka’s 
Criminal Justice System  

This chapter considers the Kumarapuram massacre case in the broader context of the Sri 
Lankan criminal justice system’s handling of cases regarding atrocity crimes against Tamil victims. 
As will be made evident, the obstacles to a credible prosecution identified in the previous 
chapter are not unique to the Kumarapuram case, but rather reflect systemic issues within the 
criminal justice system which plague domestic prosecutions of atrocity crimes against Tamil 
victims.  
 
These barriers must be understood as interlinked and should not be considered in isolation 
from each other or from the larger context in Sri Lanka where the government continues to 
explicitly reject accountability for mass atrocities committed during the war. The issues surveyed 
in this chapter are also not a comprehensive list of systemic problems in Sri Lanka’s criminal 
justice system, but rather specifically the major issues that arose in the prosecution of the 
Kumarapuram massacre referenced in the previous chapter.  
 
To illustrate the systemic nature of the barriers to prosecution, numerous cases of atrocity 
crimes against Tamils are referenced in this chapter. For a comprehensive list, please see 
Appendix I to this report in which PEARL has reproduced a chart originally prepared by the 
North-East Secretariat on Human Rights (NESOHR), detailing all massacres of Tamils between 
1958-2008.168  
 
I. Improper Investigation and Evidentiary Issues  
	
Preliminary Investigations and Non-Summary Inquiries  
 
The police in the North-East, like the security forces, were and continue to be predominantly 
Sinhala, which adds another potential layer of bias in favor of security forces and against Tamil 
communities.169 As discussed in the previous chapter, while the Attorney General’s department 
can technically intervene in an initial non-summary inquiry, police are usually left to lead it on 
their own. This has resulted in delays and evidentiary concerns.  
 

                                            
168 PEARL researchers fact-checked each massacre in NESOHR’s chart before reproducing it in Appendix I.  
169 “Preliminary observations and recommendations of the Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and 
lawyers” (7 May 2016), United Nations Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers and Special 
Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, accessed at: <www.ohchr.org>. 
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An illustrative example of these concerns is the case of five Tamil students murdered by 
security forces on January 2, 2006 in Trincomalee (the ‘Trinco 5’ case). In that case, there were 
numerous issues with the way police collected evidence and conducted their preliminary 
investigation. The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) 
Investigation on Sri Lanka (OISL) reported on those issues in detail: 
 

The Trincomalee Five case from January 2006, which is detailed in the 
chapter on unlawful killings, highlights the systematic failure of the criminal 
justice system to conclude such cases. There was an initial failure to secure 
the crime scene and collect relevant evidence. Several security force 
members later gave statements which denied witnessing or hearing any 
gunshots. The firearms used by the Security Forces were not promptly 
seized and subjected to forensic review. On the night of the incident, the 
security forces issued a press release saying that five terrorists had been 
killed in a grenade attack. According to a contemporary Police report a 
police officer at the scene who brought the bodies to the hospital made a 
declaration that the injuries on the victims were due to grenade explosions. 
This appears in stark contrast with the autopsy reports, also studied by 
OISL, which unequivocally document that all five students died due to 
multiple gunshot wounds and that three of them had been shot in the head 
from close range, leaving large exit wounds. Unsuccessful attempts were 
made to replace the Judicial Medical Officer (JMO) responsible for 
conducting the autopsies.170 

 
In addition to the issues with the initial investigation, there was a delay of six years between the 
Trinco 5 murders and when the non-summary inquiry began on September 9, 2013.171 This 
delay, indicative of the lack of political will to prosecute this case, also contributed to evidentiary 
issues since many key witnesses left the country due to intimidation and harassment from 
security forces.   
 
Similar evidentiary issues also arose in the case of the murder of 17 local aid workers from the 
Action Contre la Faim NGO in August 2006 (the ‘ACF case’). In the ACF case, bodies of 
victims were left out in the open for over two and a half days after the murders took place and 
the area was not cordoned off immediately.172 The OISL also noted serious issues with the 
investigation by police in the ACF case.173 
 

                                            
170 OISL Report 2015 supra at pp 240-241.  
171 Easwaran Rutnam, “Government looks for ‘Trinco 5’ witnesses” (19 October 2014), The Sunday Leader, 
accessed at: <www.thesundayleader.lk>. 
172 Interview with Mr. K.S. Ratnavale, lawyer for the victims in the ACF case, 17 February 2017.  
173 OISL Report 2015 supra at p 53. 
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Loss of Evidence  
 
The police suspiciously losing material evidence from an investigation into atrocity crimes against 
Tamil victims is not a unique feature of the Kumarapuram case. Rather, this pattern has 
appeared throughout other similar cases, including the ACF case and that of the massacre of 27 
political prisoners at the Bindunuwewa Rehabilitation Centre on October 25, 2000 (the 
“Bindunuwewa case”).  
 
In the Bindunuwewa case, human rights NGOs reported that the police and the Assistant 
Judicial Medical Officer attempted to destroy or hide evidence from the beginning of the 
investigation, each time alleging that they had lost or misplaced it.174 In one blatant instance, the 
police attempted to remove the dead bodies of the slain detainees from the scene of the crime 
to destroy evidence. In another instance it was discovered that police had removed bullets from 
the body of a victim and then claimed to have lost them.175 
 
In the ACF case, the OISL similarly found that there had been issues of police “losing” evidence: 
 

This case was not effectively investigated, illustrating the entrenched impunity 
enjoyed by perpetrators and the challenges met in furthering accountability at 
the domestic level in Sri Lanka. Evidence was either not collected, was 
tampered with or disappeared from the police investigation.176 

 
The Kumarapuram massacre and the Bindunuwewa massacre both occurred under the 
Chandrika Bandaranayake Kumaratunga presidency in 1996 and 2000 respectively, while the 
ACF massacre and Trinco 5 murders occurred under Mahinda Rajapaksa’s government ten 
years later in 2006. The many documented issues regarding preliminary investigations by police 
and resulting evidentiary issues are not unique to one particular regime or political era, but 
rather are deeply entrenched within the Sri Lankan criminal justice system.  
	
	
II. Transfers of Cases  
 
It is a common practice for cases involving atrocity crimes against Tamil victims by Sinhala 
accused to be transferred from courts in the Tamil areas where the violations occurred, to 
courts in predominantly Sinhala areas. In addition the Kumapuram case, transfers occurred in the 
cases of the Mylanthanai massacre177, the Mannar Women’s Rape case178, and the ACF aid-
                                            
174 “Sri Lanka: Miscarriage of Justice – Mass Acquittal in the Bindunuwewa Massacre Case” (2 June 2005), Asian 
Centre for Human Rights, at p 19. 
175 Ibid.  
176 OISL Report supra at p 53.  
177 On August 9, 1992, 18 Sinhalese soldiers killed 35 unarmed Tamil civilians in Batticaloa, allegedly in retaliation 
for the killing of a senior army officer in Jaffna. The case was transferred from the Batticaloa High Court to the 
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workers179 massacre.180 This is usually done at the request of the accused citing security 
concerns. Judges considering these transfers rarely seem to account for the security and 
perspectives of victim-witnesses.   
 
The transfer of the case to a predominantly Sinhala area often means that the judge, jury and 
court staff will be Sinhala rather than Tamil. Further, as was evident in the Kumarapuram 
massacre case, these transfers have immense implications on the victims’ ability to participate in 
court proceedings both due to expense and fear of majority Sinhala areas. Transfer requests are 
also commonly unopposed or even facilitated by the Attorney General’s department, much to 
the dismay of victims’ representatives and human rights groups.  
 

Case Study: Mannar Women’s Rape Case  
 

On March 19, 2001, navy officials and members of the Police Counter-Subversive Unit arrested 
two Tamil women in Mannar, Sivamany Sinnathamby and Wikijala Nanthakumar, under the 
Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA). Both women were brutally raped and tortured in custody 
until they signed false confessions in Sinhalese, a language they did not understand, stating they 
were members of the LTTE.181  
 
Despite intense harassment and intimidation by the navy and collusion with the Judicial Medical 
Officer’s department, a broad range of stakeholders demanded prosecution of the case, 
including church groups, women’s groups and civil society organizations. As a result of the 
overwhelming support, the victims filed official police complaints.182 
 
Although the accused originally attempted to have the case transferred to Colombo, this 
transfer was successfully prevented by lawyers from CHRD, acting on behalf of victims in the 
case.183 But when the case finally went to trial five years after the violations, in 2006, the 
Attorney General’s department chose to file indictments in the Anuradhapura High Court.184 

                                                                                                                                        
Sinhala-dominated Polonnaruwa High Court, and then later to the Colombo High Court. On November 25, 2002, 
all of the accused soldiers were acquitted in a jury trial. See more in Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, “Post-War Justice in 
Sri Lanka”, 2010, supra at p 61. 
178 Discussed further infra.  
179 Discussed further supra.  
180 Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, “Post-War Justice in Sri Lanka”, 2010, supra at pp 141-142; In the case of the 
Mylanthanai massacre, eventually the case was re-transferred to the Colombo High Court in response to an appeal 
filed by two Tamil witnesses who cited their deep fears of having to travel to Polonnaruwa where the case had 
been transferred from the Batticaloa courts. Similarly due to huge backlash in the transfer of the ACF case, the case 
was eventually transferred back.  
181 “Sri Lanka: Rape in Custody” (January 2002), Amnesty International, ASA 37/001/2002, at p 1, accessed at: 
<www.amnesty.org>. 
182 Ibid at p II; https://www.opendemocracy.net/5050/fraught-road-to-justice-sri-lankan-victims-of-sexual-violence  
183 Kishali Pinto-Jayawardena, “Post-War Justice in Sri Lanka”, 2010, supra at p 142. 
184 Ibid at p 58; Kirsty Anantharajah, “The fraught road to justice: Sri Lankan victims of sexual violence” (11 October 
2016), Open Democracy, accessed at:<www.opendemocracy.net>.  
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The Attorney General’s department also refused to file indictments for the rapes of the two 
women, and instead amalgamated the cases and tried them as torture cases.185 
 
The two Tamil victims reportedly experienced further intimidation and harassment after the 
case was transferred. In 2008, the hearings were halted by a stay order of the court after one 
victim fled the country and the other refused to provide any more testimony.186 As of the date 
of this report, this case remains dormant.  
 
 
III. Intimidation, Harassment and Reprisals of Witnesses, Victims 
and Others Involved in Cases 
 
In cases of atrocity crimes against Tamil communities, there is an established pattern of 
intimidation, harassment and reprisals of witnesses and victims. It is widely acknowledged that 
the Sri Lankan criminal justice system provides inadequate protections for witnesses and victims 
in cases where they face a high risk of intimidation and harassment by security forces.   
 
In the Mannar Women’s Rape case discussed above, the proceedings were put on hold after 
one of the victim-witnesses fled the country and the other refused to provide testimony after 
years of brazen and intense intimidation and harassment by security forces. In the Trinco 5 case 
also discussed above, there was extensive evidence of intimidation and harassment of the five 
victims’ family members, to the extent that many were forced to flee the country. The OISL 
report included the following detailed description of witness intimidation in the Trinco 5 case:   
 

At the hospital, relatives were intimidated by the police who claimed that the 
bodies could only be released if they signed a document stating that the dead 
were LTTE. All relatives refused to sign such a document. Shortly after the 
events, the families of the killed students started receiving threats including in 
writing; stones were thrown at their house; electricity was turned off in their 
home at night-time and they were harassed by security forces at checkpoints 
and other public locations. Only some relatives testified at the inquest into 
the cause of death. One family member who refused to be silenced received 
a call from a Government Minister who offered him financial rewards if he 
stopped talking about the case. Families of the killed students were forced to 
relocate and eventually left the country.187 
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Dr. Manoharan, the father of one of the victims killed in the Trinco 5 case, continues to 
advocate around the world for justice for his son. He has spoken about the extent of reprisals, 
which have gone as far as murders of other advocates for justice in the Trinco 5 case: 
 

From the moment I spoke out, I received death threats. My sons were 
threatened. My lawyer, too. The journalist Mr Sugirdharajan who came with me 
to the mortuary and took photos and video was shot dead a few weeks later. 
His photos disproved the army's claim that the students were killed by a 
grenade explosion. A Buddhist priest who publicly condemned Ragihar’s 
murder was also killed. This shows how far the authorities were willing to go to 
hide the truth about what they had done to my son. It was too dangerous for 
my family to stay in Sri Lanka, so we left in December 2006.188 

 
In November 2016, the Sri Lankan government established the ‘National Authority for Victim 
and Witness Protection’, following the enactment of the Assistance to and Protection of Victims 
of Crime and Witnesses Act, No 4 of 2015. However the National Authority has not inspired 
confidence in victim communities that they would be impartial and/or effective.189 A recent 
report from the International Truth and Justice Project (ITJP) raises serious concern and 
objection to four of the seven appointments to the National Authority. The ITJP alleges that the 
four individuals are inappropriate due to their past roles within the security forces, including 
being identified by a UN report as an alleged perpetrator of torture and being the “official in 
charge of ‘rehabilitation’ camps post-war where detainees describe being severely tortured.”190 
  
Further, the establishment of the National Authority has yet to demonstrate its ability to stop 
witness intimidation by security forces, as demonstrated in the Raviraj assassination (discussed 
further infra, p 35), which occurred after its establishment. In that case, the key corroborating 
state witness changed his story as a result of intimidation by the security forces.191 This witness 
only concluded giving evidence December 20, 2016.192  
	
	
IV. Use of Jury trial versus a “trial-at-bar” 
 
As explained in Chapter 2, under section 1I of the Judicature Act No. 2 of 1978, an accused 
may elect a jury trial where at least one of the charges is an offence under Schedule 2 of the 
Judicature Act, which includes offences of murder, culpable homicide not amounting to murder, 
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and rape.193 The accused also has the right to choose the language of the jury: Sinhala, Tamil or 
English. As a result, most Sinhala defendants elect to have a Sinhala-speaking jury, which often 
means the jury is also entirely ethnically Sinhalese.194 There is no exception for this in cases of 
atrocity crimes committed by Sinhala accused against Tamil victims. Often in politically- and 
ethnically-charged cases, requests by the accused for Sinhala-speaking juries are unopposed by 
the Attorney General, as in the case of the Kumarapuram massacre.195  
 
In a comprehensive study of the Sri Lankan criminal justice system in 2010 by Ms. Kishali Pinto-
Jayawardena for the International Commission of Jurists, she found: 
 

As contrasted with the option of trial by jury or trial by a single judge, the 
general consensus is that a trial-at-bar is a fairer judicial procedure to try 
ethnically and politically charged cases.196 

 
Ms. Pinto-Jayawardena also noted that this perception had been held as early as the 1960s, 
quoting former Justice T.S. Fernando who said: 
 

The reason for the introduction into our law of the system of trial without jury 
in cases which up to that time had been triable by jury was understandable as 
the chances of ensuring an unbiased jury at times when public feeling is 
profoundly disturbed, whatever be the cause, are considerably lessened.197 

 
Despite the wide consensus on the inefficacy of a jury trial in politically and ethnically charged 
cases, judges still tend to rule in favor of the accused when considering requests for a jury trial.  
 
For example, Colombo High Court Judge Manilal Waidyathilaka ordered a Sinhala-speaking jury 
trial in the assassination of TNA MP Nadaraja Raviraj, despite vehement objections made by 
counsel for Mr. Raviraj’s family.198 Mr. Raviraj was assassinated along with his security officer on 
November 10, 2006.199 The case made its way slowly through the courts and only came up for 
trial in 2016.200  
 
The judge ordered the jury trial despite the fact that charges against the accused included 
charges under the PTA as well. Under the PTA, the legal procedure is to hold hearings before a 
                                            
193 Sections 296, 297, 300 and 364 of Penal Code are listed in Schedule 2 of the Judicature Act.  
194 Interviews with human rights lawyers in Colombo, February 9-10, 2017.  
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trial by judge, without a jury.201 The lawyer for the victims, Mr. M.A. Sumanthiran, pointed out to 
PEARL researchers that the jury could not legally issue a pronouncement on the charges under 
the PTA.202 Regardless, the judge circumvented the law and accepted the defendant’s position, 
finding that a jury trial could still be ordered.203 
 
As expected, the all-Sinhala jury acquitted the accused on December 24, 2016.204 
 
Interviewed right after the acquittal, Mr. Sumanthiran told the New Indian Express, “Given the 
consistent pattern of the juries acquitting the accused in cases where these are Security Forces 
personnel and the victims are Tamils, it is better to go for a Trial-at-Bar in which the judge gives 
the verdict.”205 The Raviraj case has now been appealed and is expected to be heard later this 
year.206  
	
	
V. Political Barriers: lack of political will, politicization and delays  
	
Arguably the greatest obstacles to credible and effective prosecutions of atrocity crimes against 
Tamils are political barriers, including a lack of political will, politicization of the judiciary and the 
Attorney General’s department, and the resulting delays in cases.  
 
Most recently, the Sirisena government has continued this trend by reneging on commitments 
to create a judicial mechanism incorporating foreign judges, lawyers, defense counsel, 
investigators and prosecutors.207 Former president Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga, during 
whose tenure many war crimes were committed, is now head of the Office of National Unity 
and Reconciliation. She has also disavowed a hybrid court to try war crimes.208 Many other 
senior government officials continue to publicly vow to protect “war heroes” and reject 
international involvement in any accountability mechanism, despite Sri Lanka’s commitments 
under Resolution 30/1, which it co-sponsored.  
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This section examines how political barriers identified in the Kumarapuram massacre acquittals 
have also played a role in other similar cases. These factors are among the systemic problems 
within the Sri Lankan criminal justice context.  
	
Government  
 
Regardless of the presidency during which a particular atrocity crime occurred, government 
actors have consistently demonstrated a lack of political will to hold security forces accountable 
for atrocity crimes. In some instances, the government has convened a special commission of 
inquiry into certain cases following public and international pressure. The resulting reports, 
however, are typically not released to the public. Further, there is rarely any meaningful 
subsequent pressure from the government to expedite these cases or direct the Attorney 
General’s department to devote more resources to them.  
 
For example, after intense international pressure, in 2006, then-president Mahinda Rajapaksa’s 
government established a Presidential Commission, headed by retired Supreme Court Judge, 
N.K. Udalagama, to investigate 15 major human rights cases (the Udalagama Commission).209 
The Udalagama Commission’s work ended abruptly in June 2009 when then-president 
Rajapaksa refused to extend its term, though only 7 of the 15 case investigations had been 
completed.210 Subsequently the government refused to release the Udalagama Commission’s 
report. It was only in October 2015 that the report was tabled in parliament following the 
adoption of UN Human Rights Council Resolution 30/1.211  
 
The report’s investigations included the Trinco 5 case and the ACF massacre case. Though 
there had been intense international pressure to release the Udalagama Commission report, 
following its publication, there still has been little to no movement in either the Trinco 5 or ACF 
cases, which continue to languish in the courts. The publication of the Udalagama Commission 
report, while an important step, did not create the political will in the government to pursue 
accountability in any of the cases investigated.  
 
The question of the government’s political will to pursue accountability for atrocity crimes 
against Tamil communities is inherently linked to the Sinhala nationalist discourse that drives 
national politics on the island. To date, the government has never engaged in a national 
campaign to educate the Sinhala south about the atrocities that are alleged to have occurred 
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during the war. Instead, two successive post-war governments have either pandered to or 
perpetuated the Sinhala nationalist discourse that unequivocally proclaims the military personnel 
are “war heroes”.212 The government-led sense of triumphalism and defensiveness has led to 
widespread mobilization in the predominantly Sinhala south against the notion of war crimes 
tribunals and international investigations into atrocity crimes.213  
 
While under the Sirisena regime, the government co-sponsored Resolution 30/1 at the UN 
Human Rights Council, which calls for accountability and justice measures in Sri Lanka, in the 
year and a half since then, the regime has been unable to confront the realities of Sinhala 
nationalist discourse. Instead, the government has increasingly reneged on its commitments to 
build a credible accountability mechanism, proving once again that it lacks the political will to 
prosecute atrocity crimes committed during the armed conflict.214  
  
Attorney General’s department  
 
As the Kumarapuram case clearly highlighted, the lack of political will in the Attorney General’s 
department towards the prosecution of atrocity crimes against Tamil communities poses an 
insurmountable barrier to accountability efforts. The structure of the Attorney General’s 
department systemically engrains an aversion against the prosecution of state security forces and 
increases its politicization. The Attorney General’s department is tasked with playing two 
different and completely contradictory roles: public prosecutor and State’s lawyer/legal advisor 
to the State.215 Within the department, those two tasks are not separated and can come into 
direct conflict with one another.216  
 
Most of the human rights lawyers PEARL researchers interviewed for this report noted that the 
Attorney General’s department often forms close relationships with different elements of the 
security forces, as a result of frequent communication when representing the government.217 In 
their role as public prosecutor, those same lawyers may subsequently be asked to prosecute 
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those same security forces. In this context it is easy to see how the Attorney General’s 
department has become politicized and lacks the political will to try cases concerning atrocity 
crimes committed by State security forces.   
 
In addition to the above, it is widely known that the Attorney General’s department holds a 
deeply statist culture which is evident not only in cases concerning Tamil victims, but also in 
cases of torture in the south.218  
 
Several lawyers told PEARL researchers that counsel in the Attorney General’s department are 
also wary of seeming too critical of the government because it might jeopardize their judicial 
ambitions.219 Those lawyers are referring to the well-established pattern of counsel within the 
Attorney General’s department being appointed to the High Courts as judges.220 The president, 
in consultation with the Judicial Services Commission, makes these appointments to the High 
Courts.221 After the 19th Amendment, the President’s nominees must also be approved by the 
Constitutional Council.222  
 
The lack of political will on the part of the Attorney General’s department can manifest itself in 
many ways, but is often demonstrated by its lack of opposition to defense strategies that favor 
the accused and hinder a successful prosecution. These include transfers of cases and elections 
of jury trials, as discussed above regarding both the Kumarapuram case and the Mylanthanai 
massacre case. 
 
This lack of political will and politicization can also be inferred from the Attorney General’s 
department’s consistent failure to indict high-level commanding officers in other cases of atrocity 
crimes. An illustrative example of this is the Bindunuwewa massacre. On October 25, 2000, a 
mob of Sinhala villagers with the acceptance and possible participation of security forces, 
attacked the Bindunuwewa Rehabilitation Centre that held young LTTE cadres, and killed 27 
Tamil youths.223 Following public outrage, a commission of inquiry led by sitting Court of 
Appeals Justice P.H.K. Kulatilaka was appointed by then-president Chandrika Kumaratunga, 
which held hearings between May-October of 2001, and submitted their report in early 2002.224  
 
The commission’s report revealed significant evidence implicating two high-level commanders in 
the massacre, the Assistant Superintendent of Police (ASP), and the Bandarawela Headquarters 
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Inspector (HQI).225 Instead of indicting either of the two high-ranking officers, the Attorney 
General’s department crafted a narrative of an out of control mob, rather than acknowledge 
any planning or foreknowledge by security forces.226 More recently, the Attorney General’s 
department has failed to indict higher-ranking officers in both the Kumarapuram massacre case 
and the Raviraj assassination case.  
 
The systemic issues and culture within the Attorney General’s department underscore the 
reality that in order for mass atrocities to be credibly and effectively prosecuted, Sri Lanka must 
establish a Special Prosecutor’s Office with the involvement of a majority of foreign prosecutors 
and investigators. Further, systemic reforms must be instituted in the Attorney General’s 
department to remedy the deeply statist and politicized culture there.  
 
Judiciary  
 
The Sri Lankan judiciary holds many of the same biases found within the Attorney General’s 
department with respect to a deeply statist and politicized culture. Additionally, between 1999 
and 2015, the independence of the judiciary was in steady decline after Attorney General 
Sarath de Silva was appointed Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.227   
 
After President Sirisena was elected in January 2015, the Sri Lankan parliament passed the 19th 
amendment. As President Sirisena characterizes it, the amendment “restored” the 
independence of the judiciary.228 However, the problems entrenched in the judiciary do not lie 
solely in its formal independence from the executive, but rather in the culture and attitudes of 
the Sri Lankan judiciary.  
 
A comprehensive study on the judiciary published in 2014 found that the Sri Lankan judiciary 
since 1979 has increasingly treated the Tamil population differently from the Sinhala population, 
raising “serious doubts over the objectivity and impartiality of the courts.”229 The study comes 
to the following conclusions about possible reasons for the emergence of what it refers to as 
“race-consciousness”: 
 

…The country was at war, and the Supreme Court could not afford to be 
seen as sympathetic towards the ‘enemy’. Hence a race-conscious judiciary 
emerged, where the courts accepted without question the routine 
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classification of Tamil litigants as ‘terrorists’. The courts were accordingly 
unwilling to return judgments that protected individual rights in the context of 
counterterrorism. The rhetoric was so compelling, not a single judge was 
willing to challenge it. A semblance of independence was cautiously retained 
due to several progressive judgments, particularly by Mark Fenrando J. These 
judgments proved to be critical points of departure during the period. Yet 
they did not challenge the counterterrorism rhetoric that had governed the 
rights dispensation of the time. Members of the Tamil community accused of 
being ‘terrorists’ seldom benefitted from these progressive judgments. Even 
when Tamil litigants did receive some measure of relief, it was invariably after 
they were deemed innocuous and released from state custody.230 

 
This race-consciousness (or racism), was on clear display in the Bindunuwewa massacre case. In 
this rare instance, five accused soldiers were convicted by a trial-at-bar of the Colombo High 
Court for crimes committed during the massacre. Though there were many issues with the trial, 
including that there had originally been 41 suspects and no high-level officers had been indicted, 
the convictions were still welcomed by victim-survivors.231 The victory was short-lived, however, 
as the accused had a right of appeal due to the High Court’s decision to issue them death 
sentences. In a decision that seemed poorly reasoned and biased in favor of the Sinhala accused, 
their convictions were overturned on appeal by the Supreme Court.232 Human Rights Watch at 
the time reported that: 
 

Impartial observers of the Supreme Court hearing said the justices were openly hostile to the 
prosecution, and seemed to have decided beforehand that the accused were unfairly 
sentenced. One justice publicly reminded the courtroom to remember that the inmates who 
had died were members of the LTTE, suggesting that this might mitigate the guilt of the 
accused.233   

 
The Bindunuwewa case like many others is demonstrative of the deep prejudices and biases 
engrained in the judiciary in Sri Lanka. This line of cases underscores the need for international 
judges to be meaningfully involved in any judicial mechanism to credibly and effectively 
prosecute atrocity crimes against Tamil communities.  
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Chapter 4: Conclusion  

“Tamils have to get just ice ,” - Vict im of the Kumarapuram massacre 
 
The Kumarapuram massacre was a horrific atrocity that left mass graves, incomprehensible 
anguish, permanent physical injuries, and subsequent intimidation and harassment by security 
forces, all of which the small village has never recovered from. The acquittals of all six indicted 
perpetrators were immense blows to the victim-survivors, who never gave up their fight for 
justice in the 20 years it took to bring the case to trial.  
 
Their anger at the outcome is representative of the disenchantment justifiably and acutely 
shared by Tamils across the North-East in Sri Lanka. As illustrated in this report, the Sri Lankan 
criminal justice system is rife with problems that prevent it from being able to credibly and 
effectively prosecute atrocity crimes, particularly when committed by state security forces 
against Tamil communities.  
 
Criminal prosecutions of atrocity crimes – including violations of international human rights and 
humanitarian law, war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide – are an integral and 
necessary part of any successful transitional justice strategy.234 As a report by the United States 
Department of State Transitional Justice Initiative on criminal prosecutions for mass atrocities 
crimes found: 
 

Criminal trials can build adherence to the rule of law, reinforce the 
unacceptability of the crimes committed, demonstrate that impunity will not 
be tolerated, and deter future harm by punishing perpetrators. Trials can also 
help transitional societies come to terms with their own histories and rebuild 
stable, democratic institutions. Evidence presented in court can help to 
establish a historical record of atrocities and rebut denials by victimizers and 
their political allies that such atrocities ever occurred. Finally, criminal trials can 
also help to restore the dignity of victims and their families by providing a 
public acknowledgment of the gravity of the wrongs done to them.235 

  
UN Human Rights Council Resolution 30/1, in recognition of deficits in the Sri Lankan criminal 
justice system, called for significant international involvement to ensure the credibility of the 
mandated judicial mechanism. This was a compromised position from the fully international 
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accountability mechanism that victims demanded. But even on the minimum threshold for 
hybridity that it set, the Sri Lankan government has since firmly reneged, demonstrating its lack 
of political will for prosecutions of atrocity crimes.  
 
The Sri Lankan government has defended its disavowals on the basis that international 
involvement is no longer needed to ensure the credibility of a judicial mechanism, as the 
passage of the 19th amendment allegedly restored the independence of the judiciary.236  
 
As this report highlights, however, the issues entrenched in Sri Lanka’s criminal justice system 
that impact its ability to credibly prosecute atrocity crimes extend far beyond the formal 
independence of the judiciary. The judiciary aside, every stage of a case of atrocity crimes 
against Tamil communities is plagued with systemic problems. These issues include politicized 
and ineffective investigations by police, and criminal procedure law favoring the accused, such as 
the choice to elect a Sinhala-speaking jury or have cases transferred to Sinhala areas. These 
problems are enabled and then exacerbated by a politicized Attorney General’s department. All 
of these obstacles are insurmountable when combined with a complete lack of political will for 
accountability in the central government.  
 
Sri Lanka’s actions and inaction since it co-sponsored Resolution 30/1, 18 months before the 
publication of this report, are woefully inadequate. Even without the support of a Sinhala 
nationalist south, the government could have made progress on steps towards accountability 
such as enacting robust victim and witness protection laws and incorporating international 
criminal law into domestic criminal law. The lack of progress on accountability since October 
2015 highlights the critical need for significant international involvement in any judicial 
mechanism to prosecute atrocity crimes in Sri Lanka. The lessons of the Kumarapuram massacre 
case, and the dozens of cases of atrocity crimes tried unsuccessfully in the Sri Lankan criminal 
justice system cannot be ignored any longer. Neither can the atrocities suffered by countless 
victims or the voices of survivors who continue to seek justice.  
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Appendix – Table of Massacres of Tamils between 1956 - 2008 

Data compiled by the North-East Secretariat for Human Rights 
 

The chart is produced using data compiled by the North-East Secretariat for Human Rights 
between 2005 to 2008. All data produced in this appendix has been fact-checked by PEARL.   
Note: this may not be a comprehensive table. 
  

Date Incident Location Number 
of Deaths 

Perpetrators 

05 June 1956 Inginiyakala massacre  Inginiyakala(town), 
Amparai (district) 

150 Sinhala mob 

May 1958 1958 pogrom Island-wide 300+ Sinhala mobs 
10 January 1974 Tamil research 

conference massacre  
Jaffna 9 Police 

July 1977 1977 communal pogrom  Island-wide  300 - 
1500 

Police  

May 1981 1981 communal pogrom  Jaffna  4+ Police/ Sinhala 
mob 

06 June 1981 Burning of the Jaffna 
Library  

Jaffna  0 Military  

June/July 1983 1983 communal pogrom  Island-wide  3000 Military/Sinhala 
mobs/Police 

24/25 July 1983 Thirunelveli massacre  Thirunelveli, Jaffna  51 Military  
1984 Sampalthoddam massacre  Sampalthoddam, 

Vavuniya  
55 Military  

8 January 1984 Chunnakam Police Station 
massacre  

Chunnakam, Jaffna 20 Police  

28 March 1984 Chunnakam Market 
massacre  

Chunnakam, Jaffna  9 Military  

September 1984 Mathawachchi – 
Rampawa 

Mathawachchi Junction, 
Vavuniya   

15 Military  

16 September 
1984 

Point Pedro – Thikkam 
massacre 

Point Pedro – Thikkam, 
Jaffna  

16 Military  

1 December 1984 Othiyamalai massacre  Othiyamalai, Mullaithivu 32 Military  
2 December 1984 Kumulamunai massacre  Kummulamunai, 

Mullaithivu  
7 Military  

2 December 1984 Cheddikulam massacre  Cheddikulam, Vavuniya  52 Military  

3 December 1984 Manalaru massacre Manalaru  100 Military  
4 December 1984 Blood soaked Mannar  Mannar  200+ Military  
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15 December 
1984 

Kokkilai-Kokkuthoduvai 
massacre 

Kokkilai, Kokkuthoduvai, 
Karunaddukerni, 
Nayaru, 
Kumulamunai, Alampil 
(Mullaithivu)  

131 Military  

16 January 1985  Mulliyavalai massacre  Mulliyavalai, Mullaithivu 17 Military  
30 January 1985 Vaddakandal massacre  Vaddakandal, Mannar  52 Military  
19 February 1985 Udumbankulam massacre Udumpankulan and 

Thankavelayuthapuram, 
Amparai  

103 Military  

21 April 1985 Puthukkidiyiruppu 
Iyankovilady massacre 

Puthukkidiyiruppu, 
Mullaithivu  

30 Military  

May/June 1985 Trincomalee massacres Trincomalee 100+ Military  

10 May 1985  Valvai-85 
massacre 

Valvai, Jaffna 70 Military  

15 May 1985 Kumuthini Boat massacre Delft Island  72 Military  
3-14 June 1985 Kiliveddi massacre Kiliveddi, Trincomalee  150 Military/ Sinhala 

home guards  
8 June 1985 Thiriyai massacre  Thiriyai, Trincomalee  16 Military  
4-9 August 1985 Sampaltivu Sampaltivu, Trincomalee  25 Military (land, 

sea, air)  
24 August 1985 Vayaloor massacre Vayaloor, Amparai  40 Military  
16 September 
1985 

Nilaveli massacre Nilaveli, Trincomalee 24 Military  

2 October 1985 Piramanthanaru massacre Piramanthanaru, 
Kilinochchi 

16 Military  

9 November 
1985 

Kanthalai-85 
massacre 

Kanthalai, Trincomalee 6 Military  

8-10 November 
1985 

Muthur Kadatkaraichenai Muthur & 
Kadatkaraichenai areas  

30 Military (land, 
sea, air) 

November 1985 
– June 1986 

Thambalakamam 
massacres 

Thambalakamam, 
Trincomalee  

55+ Military  

6 January 1986 Vankalai church massacre Vankalai, Mannar  8 Military  
25 January 1986 Kilinochchi Railway Station 

massacre 
Kilinochchi  12 Military  

19-20 March 
1986 

Eeddimurinchan massacre Eeddimurichan, 
Vavuniya  

20 Military and 
Sinhala prisoners  

May-November 
1986 

Periyapullumalai massacre Pullumalai 55+ Military  

4 June 1986 Anandapuram shelling  Anandapuram, 
Kiliochchi  

5 Military  

4-5 June 1986 Kanthalai-86 Kanthalai, Trincomalee 50+ Military (air force 
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massacre and home 
guards)  

10 June 1986 Mandaithivu sea massacre Mandaithivu, Jaffna  33 Sri Lanka Navy 
12 June 1986 Seruvila massacre Seruvila, Trincomalee  21 Home guards 
28 June 1986 Paranthan farmers 

massacre 
Paranthan, Kilinochchi 7 Military 

15 July 1986 Peruveli refugee camp 
massacre 

Peruveli, Batticaloa 48 Home guards & 
Military  

17 July 1986 Thanduvan bus massacre Thanduvan, Mullaithivu 17 Military  
18 July 1986 Mutur Manalchenai 

massacre 
Manalchenai 
and Peruveli, Muthur. 

44 Military  

12 October 1986 Adampan massacre Adampan, Mannar  20+ Military  

15 October 1986 Periyapandivrichchan 
massacre 

Periyapandivirichchan, 
Mannar  

2 Military  

28 January 1987 Kokkadichcholai-87 
massacre 

Kokkadichcholai, 
Batticaloa 

200+ Military  

26 April 1987 Paddithidal massacre Paddithidal, Trincomalee  16 Military  

27 May 1987 Thonithiddamadu 
massacre 

Thonithiddamadu, 
Batticaloa  

13 Military  

29 May 1987 Alvai temple shelling Alvai, Jaffna  40 Military  

23 May 1990 Eastern University 
massacre 

Vantharumulai, 
Batticaloa (district) 

226 Military 

10 June 1990 Sammanthurai massacre Sammanthurai, Amparai 
(district) 

37 Military & Muslim 
mob 

7 August 1990 Xavierpuram massacre Xavierpuram, Amparai 
(district) 

Unknown Muslim mob 

20 July 1990, 27 
July 1990 

Siththandy massacre Siththandy, Batticaloa 
(district) 

137 Military 

24 July 1990 Paranthan junction 
massacre 

Paranthan, Kilinochchi 
(district) 

10+ Military 

3 July 1990 Pothuvil massacre Pothuvil, Ampara 
(district) 

125 Military & Muslim 
mob 

6 August 1990 Tiraikerny massacre Tiraikerny, Amparai 53 Muslim mob 
11 August 1990 Kalmunai massacre Kalmunai, Batticaloa 

(district)  
62 Military 

12 August 1990 Thuranilavani massacre Thuranilavani, Batticaloa 
(district) 

60+ Military 

12 August 1990 Eravur hospital massacre Eravur, Batticaloa 
(district) 

10+ Military & Muslim 
mob 

14 August 1990 Koraveli massacre Koravali and 15 Military 
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Eachaiyadithivu, 
Batticaloa (district) 

29 August 1990 Nelliyadi market bombing Nelliyadi, Jaffna (district) 16 Military 
10 October 1990 Eravur Massacre Eravur, Batticaloa 

(district) 
5+  Military 

9 Septemebr 
1990 

Saththurukkondan 
massacre 

Saththurukondan, 
Batticaloa (district) 

205 Military 

10 September 
1990 

Natpiddymunai massacre Natpiddymunai, 
Amparai (district) 

23 Police 

5 September 
1990, 23 
September 1990 

Vantharamullai-90 
Massacre 

Eastern University, 
Batticaloa 

174 Military 

23 August 1990, 
25 September 
1990 

Mandaithivu 
disappearances 

Mandaitivu, Allaipiddy, 
Mankumban, Jaffna 
(district) 

92 Military 

27 November 
1990 

Oddisuddan bombing  Oddisuddan, Mullaithivu 12 Air Force 

30 January 1991 Puthukkudiyiruppu 
junction bombing 

Puthukkudiyiruppu, 
Mullaithivu 

28 Air Force 

17 February 1991 Vankalai massacre Vankalai, Mannar 5 Military 
28 February 1991 Vaddakkachchi bombing Vaddakachchi, 

Kilinochchi 
9 Air Force 

9 June 1991 Vantharumoolai  Mavadivembu and 
Vantharumulai  

6 Military 

12 June  1991 Kokkadichcholai91 
massacre 

Kokkadichcholai > 220 Military  

19831990 Pullumalai massacre Pullumalai > 400 
families 
disappeare
d 

Military/Army 

12 July 1991 Kinniyadi massacre Kinniyadi, Batticaloa 13 Military 
5 July 1991 Akkarayan hospital 

massacre 
Akkarayan, Kilinochchi 3 Military 

4 February 1991 Uruthrapuram bombing Uruthrapuram, 
Kilinochchi 

9 Air Force 

18 May 1992 Vattrapalai shelling   Karapolla and 
Muthugalle, Polanaruwa  

97 Military 

30 May 1992 Thellipalai temple 
bombing 

Tellipalai, Jaffna 5 Military 

9 August 1992 Mailanthai massacre Mailanthai and Punanai, 
Batticaloa 

> 50 Military 

1992, 1993 Kilali massacre Kilali 100 Navy 
18 September 
1993 

Maaththalan bombing Maaththalan, Mullaithivu 10 Navy, Military, 
Air Force 
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28 September 
1993 

Chavakachcheri-
Sangaththanai bombing 

Sangaththanai village & 
Chavakachcheri, Jaffna 

30 Military, Air 
Force 

29 September 
1993 

Kokuvil temple massacre 
& bombing 

Kokuvil, Jaffna 6 Military, Air 
Force 

13 November 
1993 

Kurunagar church 
bombing  

Kurunagar 10 Air Force 

18 February 1994 Chundikulam94 massacre  Thoduvai-Vaikal, 
Chundikulam vilage, 
Kilinochchi 

10 Navy 

9 July 1995 Navali church massacre Navaly village, Jaffna 155 Air Force 
22 May 1995 Nagarkovil bombing Nagarkovil 40 Military, Air 

Force  
1996 Chemmani mass graves Ariyalai village  700 

disppearan
ces,  
450,000 
displaced 

Military 

1996-1998 Kilinochchi town massacre Paranthan 184 
disppearan
ces 

Military 

 11 February 1996 Kumarapuram massacre  Mutur in the 
Trincomalee district 

22 Military 

16 March 1996 Nachchikuda strafing Poonagarai, Kilinochchi 16 Military 
17 May 1996 Thambirai market 

bombing 
Poonagarai, Kilinochchi 
(district) 

7 Air Force 

24 July 1996 Mallavi bombing Mallavi, Mullathivu 
(district) 

9 Air Force 

5 July 1997 Pannankandy massacre Pannankandy, 
Kilinochchi (district) 

6 Military 

7 September 
1996 

Kaithady Krishanthi 
massacre  

Kaithady, Jaffna (district) 4 Military 

26 September 
1996, 15 August 
1997 

Vavunikulam massacre Vavunikulam, Mullaithivu 15 Air Force 

27 September 
1996 

Konavil bombing Konavil, Kilinochchi 5 Air Force 

13 May 1997 Mullivaikal bombing Mullivaikal, Mullaithivu 
(district) 

7 Air Force 

8 June 1997 Mankulam shelling Mankulam, Mullaithivu 
(district) 

7 Military 

1 February 1998 Thampalakamam-98 
massacre 

Thampalakamam 8 Military 

26 March 1998 Old Vaddakachchi 
bombing 

Old Vaddakachchi, 
Kilinochchi (district) 

6 Air Force 
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10 June 1998 Suthanthirapuram 
massacre 

Suthanthirapuram, 
Mullaitivu (district) 

25 Air Force 

25 November 
1998 

Visuvamadhu shelling Visvamadhu, Mullaithivu 
(district) 

4 Air Force 

12 February 1998 Chundikulam- 98 
bombing 

Chundikulam, 
Kilinochchi (district) 

7 Military 

15 September 
1999 

Manthuvil bombing Manthuvil, Mullaithivu 
(district) 

12 Air Force 

9 March 1999 Palinagar bombing and 
shelling 

Suthanthirapuram, 
Mullaithivu (district) 

25 Military 

20 November 
1999 

Madhu church massacre Madhu, Mannar 
(district) 

40 Air Force 

25 October 2000 Bindunuwewa massacre Bindunuwewa 28 Sinhalese mob 

19 December 
2000 

Mirusuvil massacre Mirusulvil, Jaffna 8 Military 

23 December 
2005 

Pesalai 
Housing scheme massacre 

Pesalai 4 Navy 

2 January 2006 Trincomalee student 
massacres 

Trincomalee 5 Navy 

6 January 2006 Journalist killed in 
response to Trincomalee 
massacres  

 1  

24 January 2006 Manipay family massacre Manipay, Jaffna 3 Military 
29 January 2006 TRO employees 

disappearance 
Welikande (town), 
Polonaruwa(district) 

7 Paramilitary 

12 April 2006 Trincomalee riots Trincomalee 15 Sinhala mob 
18 April 2006 Puthoor massacre Puthoor, Jaffna (district) 5 Military 

25 April 2006 Muthur bombing  Muthur East, 
Trincomalee (district) 

12 Navy, Military, 
Air Force 

2 May 2006 Uthayan Daily Press 
Office attack 

Jaffna 2 Military 

4 May 2006 Nelliyadi massacre Nelliyadi, Jaffna (district) 7 Military 

6 May 2006 Manthuvil Temple 
massacre 

Manthuvil (village), Jaffna 
(district) 

8 Military 

13 May 2006 Allaipiddy massacre Allaipiddy (islet 
southwest of Jaffna 
town) 

8 Paramilitary 
Group 

7 June 2006 Vadamunai pressure mine Vadamunai (village), 
Batticaloa (district) 

10 Military 
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8 June 2006 Vankalai family massacre Vankalai (village), 
Mannar (district) 

4 Military 

6,7,8 June 2006 Kaithady mass grave Kaithady, Jaffna (district) 4 Unknown 

17 June 2006 Pesalai church massacre Pesalai 6 Navy 

5 August 2006 Action Faim INGO staff 
massacre 

Muthu, Trincomalee 
(district)  

17 Military 

8 August 2006 Nedunkerni ambulance 
claymore 

Nedunkerni, Vavuniya 
(district) 

5 Military 

August-December 
2006 

Eastern bombing and 
shelling 

Trincomalee & 
Batticaloa 

More than 
200 

Military, Air 
Force 

13 August 2006 Allaipiddy shelling Allaipiddy (islet 
southwest of Jaffna 
town) 

Unknown Military 

14 August 2006 Senchcholai bombing Vallipunam,  Mullaithivu 
(district) 

54 Air Force 

17 September 
2006 

Pottuvil massacre Pothuvil, Amparai 
(district) 

10 Sri Lankan 
Special Task 
Force 

16 October 2006 PTK bombing Puthukkudiyiruppu, 
Mullaithivu (district) 

4 Air Force 

2 November 
2006 

Kilinochchi hospital 
precincts bombing 

Kilinochchi 5 Air Force 

18 November 
2006 

Vavuniya Agriculture 
School massacre 

Thandikulam, Vavuniya 
(district) 

4 Military 

2 January 2007 Padahuthurai bombing Padahuthurai, Mannar 
(district) 

15 Air Force 

2 September 
2007 

Silvathurai claymore 
attack 

Silvathurai, Mannar 
(district) 

13 Military 

26 September 
2007 

Silvathurai claymore 
attack 

Silvathurai, Mannar 
(district) 

2 Military 

25 October 2007 Periyamadu shelling Periyamadu 3 Military 

25 November 
2007 

Tharmapuram bombing Tharmapuram, 
Kilinochchi (district) 

5 Air Force 

27 November 
2007 

Iyankulam claymore attack Iyankulam, Mullaithivu 
(district) 

9 Military 

27 November 
2007 

Voice of Tigers Radio 
station bombing 

Kilinochchi 10 Air Force 

29 January 2008 Thadchanamadhu 
claymore attack 

Thadchanamadhu, 
Mannar (district) 

20 Military 
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22 February 2008 Kiranchi bombing Kiranchi, Poonahari, 
Kilinochchi (district) 

9 Air Force 

23 May 2008 Murukandy claymore 
attack 

Murukandy, Kilinochchi 
(district) 

16 Military 

2 June 2008 Nahathambiran temple 
pilgrim claymore attack 

Nahathambiran, Vanni 
(district) 

6 Military 

15 June 2008 PTK bombing Puthukkudiyiruppu, 
Mullaithivu (district) 

4 Air Force 
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